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Abstract 
This report covers the construction, instrumentation, and initial phases of 
operation of the lithium-boiling potassium test loop at the Jet Propulsion Lab- 
oratory. The primary purpose of this facility is to investigate overall transient 
and steady-state characteristics, startup, control, and stability, of a two-loop, 
alkali metal, Rankine cycle system of the type contemplated for ultimate applica- 
tion to spacecraft nuclcw-electric propulsion. 
The loop, constructed of columbium-1% zirconium, operates at 30-kW heat 
input and temperatures up to 9100OF. The primary loop heat source, which is 
by electric current resistance heat generation in a section of the tube wall, may 
be programmed to nuclear reactor kinetic equations for simulation of power 
response to various system perturbations. The secondary loop includes a refractory- 
metal, single-wheel, rwntry-type turboalternator operating at 12,000 rpm. 
The system has been operated at full power and temperature. Several modes 
of boiling instabilities were noted during startup. Full-power, steady-state boiling 
was stable. The first phase of oprations was terminated by a JPL power failure 
which caused extreme potassium flow oscillations that resulted in damage to the 
potassium preheater. This component has been repaired and the system brought 
back to operation. 
This initial phase of operations has provided valuable experience in liquid- 
metal system startup and shutdown, high temperature instrumentation, control, 
boiling stability, and general operational characteristics. Further loop operations 
will be concerned with the specific transient test program for determination of 
various thermal-hydraulic characteristics. 
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Lit hi u m -Boi I i ng Potassium Test Loop 
Interim Report 
1. Introduction and Objectives 
High temperature, alkali metal, Rankine cycle nuclear 
systems are prime contenders as power sources for poten- 
tial electric propulsion application. When compared in 
a superficial sense with such alternate possibilities as 
thermionic and Brayton cycle nuclear systems in the 
power range of 100-1OOO kWe, using equivalent design 
constraints and engineering optimism, they generally 
maintain a distinct weight advantage. This potential 
weight advantage may not be realistic. As is true with 
most conceptual systems early in their design evaluation, 
many fundamental problem areas do not influence weight 
estimates or the steady-state full power equations. Com- 
paring the Rankine, Brayton, and thermionic modes of 
power conversion, it is apparent that the Rankine system 
is, in a hydraulic sense, the most complex and least under- 
stood of the three as a direct consequence of its two-phase 
fluid characteristics. Problems of boiling and condensing 
stability and overall system response characteristics are 
not unique to space nuclear applications. They have been 
encountered and handled, often empirically, in nuclear 
and conventional steam power plants for many years. 
Existing theoretical stability models have not been devel- 
oped to the degree that they can confidently be applied 
to predict behavior even in water systems. Alkali metal 
systems, using boiler concepts of straight-through, non- 
recirculating, negligible-inventory type designcd to oper- 
ate in zero gravity environment pose additional unknown 
problems not usually encountered in land-based power 
plants. Additional complexity is introduced by the nature 
of alkali metals themselves being much more sensitive 
than water to geometry and bubble nucleation sites and 
prone to large degrees of liquid superheat. 
As a consequence of these and other areas of uncer- 
tainty involving Rankine cycle systems, it was decided in 
1961 to construct a two-loop lithium-boiling potassium 
test facility for studying these problem areas. Actual loop 
construction commenced in 1963 and the initial phases of 
operation were begun in late 1965. 
The loop is constructed of columbium-1% zirconium 
alloy and designed to operate at temperatures up to 
2100°F. The primary purpose of this facility is to investi- 
gate overall transient and steady-state characteristics of 
JPL TECHNICAL REPORT 32-1083 1 
a two-loop Rankine cycle pilot plant which contains all 
the essential components of a Rankine space power plant 
and which approximately simulates velocities, tempcra- 
turcs, pressures, transit times, and heat fluxes in tlie range 
of actual system interest. Transient investigations in- 
clude startup, load perturbations, shutdown, and the 
effects of varioiis control concvpts on systclm performance. 
The primary heat so~ircc' is direct resistance lieat gencra- 
tion in a svction of tube \vall and liquid mctal, a inc~thod 
\vliicli Iciitls itsclf to pr~~gr;iniming of reactor kinctic q u a -  
tions for siniri1:ition of rclactor p o w c ~  response to various 
systcwi pcrt~irl)atioiis. TIM, systcwi is instrtinicwtcd to the 
cxtcmt that stcatly-statc> 1ocal-l)oiliiig Iicat trunsfcr cocffi- 
cicmts ; i n d  two-phase prcssiirc clrop data ar(1 being c1cbtc.r- 
1niiic.d tor a varict>- of opcmting paraincLtcw. Pcrforinancw 
of intlivitlrial cornponents ;ire' also 1)cing c.tdriatctl for 
potcmtial application to actual s y h n s .  Tlic loop is not 
intcmhd ;is :i corrosion or  component-life, test facility. 
This report C'(J\WS tlic construction, instrunicntatio~i, 
componciit cl(~scriptions, c1cl)ugging and initial opc,rating 
cxpcricwccs acciunulatcd to datcb. 
CENTRIFUGAL PUMP r 
II. Loop Description 
Figures 1 and 2 show a flow schematic and an isometric 
of the loop, and Table 1 shows tlie operating conditions. A 
phtograph of the uninsulated loop is shown in Figure 3. 
Thc primary side lithiu~n flour cmtc'rs ;i direct current 
resistance-heated helical coil to \t,Iiicli rvactor kinetic 
equations may 1 ) ~  prograinnied for simulation of power 
response to various systcm 1"rtiirl)~itions. The lithium then 
enters ;L cclitrifrlgiil piimp \\.liicli cmploys a com1)ination 
recirculation ;ud liqiiid Icvc.1 intlicator sump, flojvs in turn 
through an elcctromagnctic flowmeter, thc1i througli the 
boiler, and finally returns to tlw 1icxatc.r inlet. About 10% of 
the lithirini f { o \ t c  pisss's tlirough a b y p s s  linc to an 
yttriuiii-gcttere[I hot trap which is located in the coolest 
p;lrt of the, system to minimize niass transfer c4€(xcts. Tlic, 
punip w a s  placed do\vnstrcain of the heater for arrange- 
ment consickrations and thc,rc,forc opcratc,s at thv Iiiglicst 
system tem~"r"ture. 
Tlw sc~~mclary sitlc potassium entcrs a countc~rcnrrc1it 
annular-How boiler, exits through a flow orificc to the 
7 SHUTTER CONTROLLER 
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Fig. 1.  Lithium-boiling potassium loop flow schematic 
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I 
Fig. 3. Lithium-boiling potassium test loop 
tiir1)inc and is thcn condcnsetl in a radiating condenser. 
Tlic condenscr is surrountlod by an  array of  rotatablc 
radiation shields to vary the cffcctivc condcmscr radiation 
iirca. Thv potassium exits froin the condenser subcoolcd, 
flows in turn through an r.lcctromagnc.tic piinip, an c>lcc- 
t roni agn ct ic flow nic t c r  , a preh c ~ i  t c,r, a fu  11- flow zirconium- 
g:c>ttcwd hot trap, ant1 ii l iqi i i t l  tlirottlc wilvc~. m t l  thcm 
rcbtiirns to tlw lmil(.r irilrt. 
Tlw loop is cont;iincd in ;i inain cmclosurc, \,c.sscLl tllat is 
5-ft in di;imctc~r by  7-ft long; thc contl(msing radiator and 
fill and diimp systcni ;ire containcd in auxiliary cnclosures 
as shown in Fig. 3.  The systcwi is opcwtcd iri ;I rccirculat- 
4 
ing argon atmosphvrv slightly a1)ovv atniosplicric prcssiirc’. 
Xlnke-up argon has an  oxygen vapor antl watrr vapor con- 
tent of h o n t  1 pprn each. 
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Table 1. 30 kW-2100°F loop operating conditions 
l tern 
Lithium (l iquid) 
Flow rate 
Temperature 
Pressure 
Potossium (l iquid) 
Flow rate 
Temperature 
Pressure 
Centrifugal pump (lithium) 
EM pump, dc (potassium) 
Temperature 
Head-flow, nominal 
Swing gate valves (bellows seal) 
Lithium 
Potassium 
Lithium 
Potassium 
EM flowmeters 
Diaphragm 
Potassium boiler 
Turboalternator 
Inlet temperature 
Exhoust temperature 
Weight f lowrate 
Design speed 
Electrical output 
Dump tanks and valves 
(Argon, vacuum and fi l l) 
Operating conditions 
1 to 10 gpm 
2100°F 
Up to 20 p r ig  
Oto 1 gpm 
1500 to 2000°F 
Up  to 200 p r ig  
Up to 10 gpm at 100 f t  
2100°F service 
1500" F 
90 psi-150 Ibs/h 
2100°F lithium service 
2000°F boil ing potassium service 
2100°F service 
1500°F service 
Lithium and potassium 
pressure measurements 
l o o p  design conditions 
1900°F 
1500°F 
0.0324 Ibs/s 
12,000 rpm 
1.0 kW 
500°F service 
Supplier and type 
Faote Mineral  Company 
MSA Research 
Byron-Jacksan 
MSA Research 
Cb-1Zr 
Valcor Engineering 
?/4 in. Schedule EO 
MSA flowmeter FM-4 
in. O D  
in. O D  
'/,6 in. wol l  
Cb-1Zr duct 
% in. OD 
Cb-1Zr duct 
Cb-1 Zr 
JPI 
Aeronutronic 
Cb-1Zr case 
Molybdenum turbine wheel, 
shaft, alternator rotor 
SS 316 alternator housing 
Material SS 304 and 321 
Fig. 4. Lithium-boiling potassium test loop 
containment vessel 
An attempt has been made in the loop design to permit 
variation of operational parameters for studying various 
regimes of stable and unstable operation, particularly 
when the primary heater is programmed to simulate a 
nuclear reactor of varying negative temperature coeffi- 
cients and when different system control techniques 
are used. 
The lithium centrifugal pump is a variable speed, dc- 
motor-driven unit which permits change in primary 
coolant flow rate. The potassium system IIR preheater 
permits variation in boiler inlet subcooling from several 
hundred degrees to a few degrees below saturation. The 
boiler inlet throttle valve allows liquid pressure drop from 
the variable power electromagnetic ( E31 ) dc conduction 
p i m p  to boiler inlet to be varied from less than 1 psi to 
ful l  pinip head. 
As a rrsult of these charactcristics, it is therefore pos- 
sible to simulatc a broad range of potential systpm operat- 
ing conditions and to study their quantitative effects on 
system performance. 
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111. Loop Components and Subsystems 
A. Lithium Loop 
1.  L i t h i u m  centrifugal p u m p .  The lithium pump is a 
vertically mounted centrifugal unit. Figure 5 shows a 
section vicw o f  this pinip . '  'I'hc size of thc 11111111) tlisclinrge 
'I',or<-\\':irii(,r Coq).. I',!.r.oii ] , i ( . k \ o t i  Ilivisicrii, \ 'CI-IIOII,  C:il if ' .  
6 
line is ?> in., the suction is :!i in., and the impeller is 5% in. 
in diameter. A photo of the assembled pump and motor is 
shown in Fig. 6. A lithium-lubricntecl, hydrostatic bearing 
supports the impeller shaft and is located immediately 
above the impeller. The upper portion of the shaft is main- 
tained in alignment liy a rigid coupling loca td  betwern 
it and motor shaft, tIw motor licarings serving dual pur- 
pose's in this case. Thc motor is a variable spc~d ,  2-1111, 
tlc motor with greaso lu1)ricatcd bcwings. The pump shaft 
seal is a d r y  gas l~cl lo\vs  seal (carlmi face scnl) that prc- 
writs lcakag(> of thc~ argon ~ o w r  g;is above tlic f rw  surface 
Fig. 6. Lithium centrifugal pump and drive motor 
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r l / l 6 - i n .  SHEET YTTRIUM 
-;7 INCHES 
SECTION AA 
f 
3-in. 
YTTRIUM GETTER 
LOCATION 
I! 
MATERIAL: Cb-l Z r  
LITHIUM DUMP LINE k-- 
Fig. 7. Lithium hot trap cross section 
I 
2 3  
O L  
INCHES 
Fig. 8. Lithium hot trap component parts 
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of lithium. The pump motor is enclosed in a steel dome 
which is also under slight positive pressure of argon as a 
backup to prevent contamination of tlie lithium. The 
pump's outer case, inner case, bearings, impeller, shaft and 
thermal radiation shields are all constructed of Cb-1Zr. 
The pump delivers 10 gpm at 100-ft head (Li) at a speed 
of 3550 rpm. 
2. Lithium hot trap. The lithium hot trap is in a bypass 
configuration that is designed to accommodate 10-15% of 
the lithium flow. The hot trap, constructed of Cb-lZr, 
is 3 in. in diam. by 6'1'2 in. long. The getter material is 
yttrium. The yttrium is in the form of bent plates as shonm 
in Figs. 7 and 5. This allows easy flow of the lithium and 
insures structural integrity of the unit, tlius preventing 
chips of getter material from disintegrating and being 
swept downstream after oxidation. The hot trap has an 
active getter area of 100 in.'. A photograph of tlie assem- 
bled hot trap is sho\vn in Fig. 9. 
3. Lithium flowmeter. The flowmeter for tlie lithium 
circuit is an electromagnetic type. Two electrodes are 
welded to the %-in. O D  tubing mutually perpendicular to 
the flow and the magnetic field. The magnetic field is pro- 
vided by a permanent magnct with a ficld strength of 914 
gauss .  This type of flowmeter is a linear device and the 
accuracy depends upon the care that is taken in obtaining 
resistivities of the fluid and conduit, the dimensions of the 
conduit, and the magnetic flus. \\*it11 reasonable care, 
these units should be accuratc to within 5% of the actual 
flow; therefore, this flowmeter was not calibrated before 
its installation in the loop, h i t  w a s  calibrated afterwards. 
4. Lithium heater. The lithium heater is an 11-turn coil 
fabricated of Cb-1Zr tubing with a %-in. OD and a 'hein. 
jvall. .I clraiving of this un i t  is s h o n m  in Fig. 10. The coil 
helix has a mean radius of 5 in. Direct current electrical 
power is fed into the Cb-1Zr bus bar which is welded to 
the central coil. The bus bar which is welded to the inlet 
and outlet tubing of the, coil is the ground strap, and also 
scrves as a structural mcniher for the lithium heating coil. 
A photograph of the 1")tassiurn-hrating coil and bus bars 
is shown in Fig. 11. 
Figure 12 is a plot of tlw cnlcii1iitc.d litliium heating coil 
resistancc vs tcmperatuw. A stcy changc in the coil resist- 
aiicc' at thc. inclting point of lithium is du(> to thc. step 
changc iricrcwcx in rcsisti\ity of thc li t l i i i ini  \ v l i c ~ i  t rncllts. 
At a nominal i i ~ c ' a i i  tviiipcxitiirc. of - 2050CF, thc calcii- 
1atc.d coil resistancc. is --3.3 n i ~ .  Thc) actnal measurcd coil 
rcsistances ;ire slightl!. lo\vr,r than the calciilated values; 
7 
8 
Fig. 9. Lithium hot trap 
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Fig. 11.  Lithium heater 
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Fig. 12. Lithium heater electrical resistance 
vs temperature 
however, a s  can be seen in Fig. 12, there is quite good 
agreement over the operating temperature range of the 
lithium heater. A t  2050°F, the actual coil resistance is 
-3.15 mR, only 4% lower than the calculated coil 
resistance. 
Because of lithium loop heat losses, -35 kiV must be 
generated in the lithium heater in order to have the 
nominal 30 kif7 available to transfer to the potassium at 
the boiler. For 35 kit' input to the lithium heater, the cur- 
rent input to the coil will be -3340 amp at 10.5 V. 
Because of lead cable losses, the voltage at the power 
supply will be ~ 1 1 . 5  V.
Power is carried to the lithium heater from the power 
supply by 4/0 copper cables. A solid copper bar feed- 
through penetration transmits the current from the ex- 
ternal to the internal 4/0 copper cables. All high-current 
components of the loop have their own copper power 
feedthrough, but a common ground is used for the lithium 
heater, the potassium preheater, and the potassium dc 
electromagnetic pump. 
Thermocouples at the inlet and outlet of the lithium 
heater are used to measure the rise in temperature of the 
lithium flowing through the heater. Knowing this tempera- 
ture rise, and the electrical power input to the coil, permits 
calculation of the lithium flow rate and, subsequently, 
in situ calibration of the lithium flowmeter. An additional, 
high temperature control thermocouple is positioned on a 
coil midway between the center feed bus bar and the top 
coil. This thermocouple is used in conjunction with an 
automatic alarm-scram control system so that an alarm or 
heater shutdown will occur if the control-thermocouple 
temperature of the lithium heater exceeds a manually pre- 
set temperature limit. 
B. Potassium loop 
1.  Boiler. The boiler is a once-through, counter-flow, 
annular-passage unit fabricated from three tubes, with 
appropriate inlet and outlet nozzles. A dra\ving of the 
boiler is shown in Fig. 13. A pictorial cross section of 
the boiler in Fig. 14 illustrates the annular flow channels 
and the central thermocouple-assembly tube. Except for 
the thermocouples, the boiler is constructed entirely of 
Cb-1Zr. The outer tube is :{4-in. Schedule 40 pipe (Cb-1Zr) 
with a 1.050-in. OD by 0.S24-in. ID. The middle tube is 
centerlcss ground to 0.594-in. OD. The ID is 0.500 in. The 
inner tube is 0.294-in. OD and contains 19 thermocouples. 
The overall length of the boiler is 41.9 in. However, heat 
is transferred from the lithium to the boiling potassium 
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over a nominal length of 36 in. As installed in the test 
loop, the boiler is vertically oriented. A photograph of the 
boiler component parts is shown in Fig. 15. 
The thermocouple assembly tube, containing nineteen 
thermocouples, is fitted axially down through the center 
of the boiler. A cross section of the thermocouple tube 
shows that the 19 thermocouples themselves are fitted in 
an annular array in the thermocouple tube. The thermo- 
couples are platinum-6% rhodium : platinum30X rhodium: 
the wire diameter is 0.010 in. Unlike conventional thermo- 
couple construction in which the thermocouple junction is 
formed by welding together the ends of two parallel 
oriented dissimilar wires, these thermocouples have their 
POTASSIUM 
SECTION THROUGH LITHIUM-BOILING 
POTASSIUM LOOP BOILER ASSEMBLY 
Fig. 14. Boiler cross section 
-BOILER 
THERMOCOI 
ASSEMBLY 
-LITHIUM 
JPLE 
dissimilar lead wires in-line on the same longitudinal axis 
(positive leads come out of one end of the thermocouple 
assembly tube and negative leads come out of the other 
end): e.g., 
TYPICAL BOILER THERMOCOUPLE 
- + 
w 
POSITIVE LEAD NEGATIVE LEAD 
NORMAL THERMOCOUPLE 
POSITIVE LEAD 
-d 
NEGATIVE LEAD 
The thermocouple junctions are spaced axially on 2-in. 
centers and lie on a curve which forms a one-turn helix 
starting at the bottom and ending at the top of the boiler. 
These thermocouples are used to measure the potassium 
vapor temperature at various axial locations in the boiler. 
Platinum-rhodium thermocouples are also fitted to the 
outer diameter of the boiler at the same axial locations at 
which the inner platinum-rhodium thermocouple junc- 
tions are located. This arrangement allows for the deter- 
mination of overall temperature difference from the 
outside of the boiler to the inside of the potassium stream 
at any axial location. Diametrically opposite from, but at 
the same axial location as, the platinum-rhodium thermo- 
couples are tungsten-rhenium thermocouples fitted on the 
0 1 2 3 4 5  u
INCHES 
Fig. 15. Boiler component parts 
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Fig. 16. Boiler with external thermocouples attached 
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These calibration tests were run at a pressure level of 
26 psig, which simulates the potassium vapor density at 
the nominal saturation temperature of 1900OF; additional 
calibration tests were also performed at 40 psig. The tests 
were run at two values of nitrogen flow rate: 15 SCFM 
(Standard Cubic Feet per Minute) and 24 SCFM, the 
latter value corresponding to the nominal potassium vapor 
flow rate. From the equation expressing conservation of 
momentum across the orifice, the following equation may 
be derived: 
Eq. 1 
whcre 
AP = pressure differential across orifice, lb/ft' 
C = coefficient of discharge, dimensionless 
Ibs 
G = mass flow rate, 
lb mass ft 
Ih force s2 
g,. = gravitational constant, 32.17 
liquid velocity 
gas velocity S = slip = 
lbs vapor h 
(lbs vapor i- Ihs liquid) 11 X = quality, 
Y = expansion factor, dimensionless 
v = specific volume, ft"/lh 
Subscript 
h 0 gas 
The unknown values in Eq. 1 are thc slip (S), the coeffi- 
cient of discharge (C), and thc expansion factor (Y).  Sinccb 
wc have an eccentric orifice being uscd to measiirc two- 
phase-flow pressure drop, l' must be drtcrmincd initially. 
However, therca are two sets of curves of Y as ;I function 
of A P / P ,  for various values of /.? : one set for orifices and 
another for nozzles. The correct curve for Y vs AP P inlist 
he deterinincd and this curve is expected to lic bctwccm 
thcl one for orifices and the one for nozzlrs (Fig. 19). 
IVithin each family of ciirvcs of 1' VF AP P,  thrrci arc  
diffcrent ciirvcs for different valuc~ of p. (For this potas- 
siuin orifice>, p = 0.304.) The e\pansion factor is also ;I 
function of k, the ratio of the slwcific Iicxats of tlw vapor 
14 
<3/4-in. SCHEDULE 40 Cb-IZr PIPE 
sssixsx 
V / A  
r:, 1.05-in. 
POTASSIUM- 
VAPOR  
Fig. 18. Potassium vapor orifice 
c, , /c2. .  (The value chosen for k ,,,, f n r h i , , , , L  is 1.40.) This varia- 
tion is shown in Fig. 19 through the use of several scales 
for the abscissa A P / P  for various values of k. 
Plotting Y' aP/V,, vs (1 - X ) / X ,  for the nitrogen-water 
calibration data should prodiice a straight-line plot if the 
correct curve of Y vs A P / P  is chosen. By trial and error, 
a value of S = 0.29 was arrived at [this being the slope of 
the final straight line plot of Y'AP/v, vs (1 - x)/X] 
(Fig. 20). Figure 21 shows the empirically determined (by 
trial and error) curve of Y vs A P / P  which produced the 
best straight-line plot shown in Fig. 20. As expected, thc 
curve' for the espansion factor Y for the eccentric orifice 
lies bc,tween the ciirvc' for the orifice and the ciirve for the 
nozzle. Aftcr a value for S has hecn tletcwnined, the prod- 
uct C X Y is plotted against the pressure ratio s P / P  in 
order to dcterminc~ the dischargc cocfficicwt for the orificc. 
The intcmcction of the cl\-trapolated straight-linc, portion 
of the ctirvc with the ordinate (C X Y at AP P = 0) yields 
a v,ilur for C; for a t  AP P = 0, Y = 1. In this manner, the 
value for the> discliargc, coc+Ficicmt, C. was dc~tcwninc~cl to
bc. 0.72 (Fig. 22). 
3. Vnlces for potassium h o p .  Thew arc, five valves, of 
two t y p s ,  in the potassium circuit (csclusivc. of thc fill 
and dump system). The first type is a toggle gate valve.' 
(Figs. 23 and 24) which is hcllows-sealed. The togglc)-stem 
is niaintaincd in a ball socket and is inovctl sitlr to sidc by 
ii diff crcntial screw. Thc hc~llo\vs iiiowmmt is then a 
flc.srirc, rathcr than cornl~rc.ssioii-cstc.nsion as is found in 
niorc~ convcntional valvcx All valvc parts that contact thc: 
l i q i i i d  potassirim arc Cb-lZr cxsccyt thr s c d  discs, which 
i i w  tririgstcw. TIiercb ;ire thrrcl such va1vc.s in the systcmi. 
"V;ilcor Enginecying Corp., Kcnilworth, N. J .  
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Fig. 19. Net expansion factor, Y, for compressible flow through nozzles and orifices 
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Fig. 22. C X Y vs pressure ratio 
miter gear arrangement on the top of the valve body. All 
parts in contact with liquid potassium are Cb-1Zr except 
the tungsten carbide plug. The two valves of this type 
were fabricated at JPL. 
All the bellows used in these two types of valves are of 
convoluted design and were formed from Cb-1Zr stock. 
The operation of all valves is manual. 
a 
4. Potassium turboalternator. The turboalternator' is 
driven by potassium vapor; its bearings are lubricated by 
liquid potassium. The unit, which has no dynamic seals, 
consists of a stator assembly, a rotating assembly of the 
turbine wheel and alternator rotor on a single shaft, and 
a containincnt vessel of Cb-1Zr. A cross-sectional view of 
the unit is shown in Fig. 25. 
The turbine section consists of a single 6.3-in.-diam 
turbine wheel fabricated from a molybdenum alloy; the 
120 blades were formed by the electro-spark method. 
The whcd is driven by a two-stage, partial-admission, 
reentry nozzle. The nozzle scctions are made of Cb-1Zr. 
The rotating assembly is supported by a molybdenum 
alloy shaft and two tungsten carbidca journal bearings. 
These bearings are hybrid in design, having churactc)ristics 
of both hydrostatic and hydrodynamic bearings. Liquid 
potassium is fed to the bearings through the hollow shaft, 
and bearing leakage flow is dischargcd to the turbine 
exhaust. Photographs of the partially and fully assembled 
turboalternator are shown in Figs. 26 and 27. 
The alternator is a three-phase, 200-cycle, 120/208-V 
induction machine rated at 1.0 kW and excited by static 
capacitors. The alternator stator assembly is a 500°F 
maximum-temperature unit housed in an insulated stain- 
less steel jacket and cooled by an externally fed organic 
fluid (Dowtherin A). No  attempt has been made to simu- 
late a high performance alternator or a cooling system. 
The stator is completely sealed from the potassium by the 
stainless steel jacket. The induction rotor is completely 
canned to protect the copper rotor bars and end rings 
from the potassium. 
The inlet and outlet design temperaturcls of the turbine 
arc. 2000°F and 1500°F, rcspc.ctivckly. The mass flow rate 
is 0.0324 11) s. Tlwrnial inpnt to working fluid is 30 kW. 
Tlw nominal spwd of the unit is 12,000 rpm. 
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Fig. 23. Potassium valve cross section 
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Fig. 26. Potassium turboalternator before installation 
in columbium containment housing 
Fig. 24. Potassium valves: boiler feed-throttle 
valve, left; vapor valve, right Fig. 27. Potassium turboalternator 
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Fig. 25. Potassium turboalternator cross section 
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Fig. 28. Radiator-condenser assembly drawing 
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Fig. 29. Tungsten-rhenium thermocouples on condenser 
Fig. 30. Radiator-condenser, shutters closed 
8 
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Fig. 31. Radiator-condenser, shutters open 
radiation heaters were fabricated,' with the sheath mate- 
rial of inconel and the heating element of molybdenum. 
Designed to dissipate 1500 11' at a surface temperature 
of 1900°F, the heaters are 45 in. long and have a heated 
length of 37 in. origin all^ only three of the heaters, 
which are positioned inside the R-C coil, were used. 
Following initial operations, however, three additional 
heaters \vert installcd to increase the masimum preheat 
temperature of the condenser and also to make up for the 
condenwr heat l o \ w  that \wre greater than had been 
c3pected. 
Each coil of thc R-C h a s  a tiinSsten-rheniumli~ste~~-~l~ei~i~ii~i thcrmo- 
couple \r,liich is ph!.sically attached to, but electrically 
isolated from, the coliimbium tubing. Installation o f  these 
therinocouplcs is described in Section IT, Liqtrid- AfctaZ 
Loop In.str.irmcntcrtiorl. 
'Arco-Vec Corporation, Lo\ Ang:c.le\. Calif. 
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Pressure transducers are located downstream of the 
R-C outlet. These transducers also measure the potassium 
pump inlct pressure. A Pace differential pressure trans- 
ducer measures the pressure drop across the R-C. 
Fig. 32. Radiator-condenser shutter actuating mechanism 
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Figure 33 is the calculated heat rcjection for the R-C 
wit11 the shutters fully opcn and fully closed. Initially, the 
total argon flon. exiting through the auxiliary R-C enclo- 
sur(' rcwilted in a considrrably greater R-C heat rejection 
rate tlian had b c u  espctccl. To alleviate this problem, a 
tantaluni radiator shield \vas \vriqilxd around several of 
the lovwmost coils of thc 13-C; and thc argon flow ducting 
was rcrouted to prwcnt t h r  total argon flow froni flowing 
tliroilgh thc, R-C antl ovvrcooling it. 
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Fig. 34. Radiator-condenser temperatures before 
and after potassium drain 
The R-C thcrmocoiiplcs servc not only to provide 
condcnser temperaturcs hiit also to detcrmine liquid 
potas\ium Iicight during operation. A typical R-C coil 
tempcrature trace is shown in Fig. 34. During operation, 
the liquid potassium level is clearly evidenccd by  the 
change in slopc. of the tcnilwratiirc vs coil position cur1.e. 
Fig. 35. Potassium dc electromagnetic pump 
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modified version of their stainless steel unit. The stan- 
dard MSA Style I1 pump that pumps NaK 56 at 500°F 
]lad a developed pump pressure of >96 psid at the nomi- 
nal How rate of 0.4 gpm. However, calculations to deter- 
mine the expected performance of this pump with a 
columbium duct, pumping potassium at 1500°F, indicated 
that the maximum developed pump head would be about 
half of the desired value at the nominal How rate of 
0.4 gpm (150 lb/h). 
These calciilations raised rcx;isonable doiihts about the 
ability of this punip to satisfy thr nominal requirements 
in the potassinm loop. A small test loop was sckt up to test 
the p i n i p  performance with NaK 78. The rcsults of this 
test agrcwl wry  well with the calculations which indi- 
cated that the masimiun head devolopcd by the pump 
was about half tlie tlesiretl value. 
This pump was subsequently returned to the manu- 
facturer and oxchanged for a newly designed high-head, 
liquid-metal pump with a performance guaranteed to 
meet or exceed our requirements. A schematic of this 
pump (Fig. 35) is shown in Fig. 37. Although the opera- 
tional principle is that of a conventional dc conduction 
pump, the actual design, geometry, and fabrication are 
quite novel. 
The pumping section is a seven-turn helical cylinder of 
%-in. OD by 0.039-in.-wall Cb-1Zr tubing positioned con- 
centrically around a vertical, solid iron, magnetic, cylin- 
drical bar which serves as a part of tlie magnetic flux loop. 
The individual coils of thc pumping section are electron- 
beam welded to each other to torni a good electrically 
conductivc path. The top and bottom of the columbium 
tube helix are electron-beam welded to intermediate 
columbium cylindrical bus bars which, in turn, arc 
electron-beam welded to coppcr bus bars which are 
wrapped in a radial plane to form a three-turn spiral. 
As scen in Fig. 37, current Hows into the upper spiral 
copper bus bars, through the intermediate columbium 
bus bar, through the pumping section, and through tlie 
second columbium intermediate bus bar, and exits through 
the lower spiral coppcr I)us bar. The current Howing 
through the spiral copper bus bars creates a magnctic Hus 
which travels wrtically through thc central iron bar and 
radially tlirough the hclical piinping section to thc out- 
side iron framcb which compl(~tc.s thc mngnctic loop. Tlw 
ciirrcwt Hows vcbrtically throrigh thc pumping section and 
at  right anglrs to thcb radially oricmtcd magiwtic Hux fic.ltl 
PUMP IN G 
SECTION 
,- . 
Fig. 37. Potassium pump schematic 
in  tlie pimiping sc.ction. Thv interaction of the current and 
the niagiwtic flus produces a thrust on the potassium that 
causes it to How. This pump is tlic first such unit fabri- 
cated with a columbium duct. Previous units manufac- 
trircd by MSA uscd stainlws stcd pumping sc.ctions and 
were tested with NaK 56. Based upon cxpcxrimcmtal data 
for thc: stainless stcd-NaK 56 pump, the calculatcd pc’r- 
formance for a pump with a columbirnn duct pumping 
potassium at 1500OF is shown in Fig. 38. Thest, curves 
are head-How curves for various pump input currents up 
to 2400 amp, tlw nominal design primp current. Overall 
pump efficiency at nominal dcssign olwrating conditions 
is -3%. 
Cooling ducts on tlw p i m p  direct the argon coolant 
How ovvr tliv u p p r  and lower bus bars and tlie central 
iron magnrtic hir ,  to maintain these parts at reasonable 
tempc~raturrs ( < 1000OF). Inlet and outlet absolute prcs- 
siires arc incuurcd with Statham pressure transducers, 
and tlic piimp head with Puce LP transducers. 
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Fig. 38. Potassium pump performance curves 
7. Potassium preheater. The potassium preheater con- 
sists of a gO-in.-long section of %-in.-OD by 0.049-in.-wall 
Cb-1Zr tubing to which columbium bus bars have been 
welded. A sketch of this unit is shown in Fig. 39. The bus 
bar in the center of the preheater serves as the power feed 
bus; the two end bus bars form the ground loop. This con- 
figuration of bus bars is used to minimize stray current 
flow through other portions of the loop. 
Figure 40 is a plot showing the calculated preheater 
electrical resistance as a function of temperature. The tri- 
angular points are experimentally determined resistance 
values which are in good agreement with the curve rep- 
resenting calculated values. At an average temperature of 
1500°F, the nominal preheater resistance is 2 1 . 0  mn. 
Figure 41 is a plot of necessary current input for the pre- 
heater vs the desired preheater power input. 
Thermocouples are located at  the preheater inlet and 
outlet for the purpose of calorimetric determination of 
potassium flow rate. A control thermocouple is fitted on 
the preheater tubing between the central bus bar and the 
downstream ground bus bar for the purpose of monitoring 
the maximum preheater temperature. This thermocouple 
activates a manually preset automatic alarm-scram system 
which shuts off preheater power in the event of a tempera- 
ture excursion. A loss-of-flow signal may also be used to 
shut down the preheater in the event of a pump failure or 
the plugging of a flow passage. 
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Fig. 39. Potassium preheater drawing 
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Fig. 40. Potassium preheater electrical resistance 
vs temperature 
Measurement of the> temperature rise of tlie liquid 
potassium (for a givm prrheater power input) passing 
through the prclicbater will permit thc, calculation of thc 
potassiiitii flow rate and in situ calibration of tlie potassium 
flowlnete1. 
8. Potassium hot tmp. The potassiutii hot trap is in ;i 
full-flow configuration. Thc hot trap is 2% in. in,diam by 
12 in. long and is constructed of Cb-1Zr (SCT Figs. 42 
and 43). The getter material is zirconium, and thc: hot trap 
PREHEATER POWER, kW 
Fig. 41. Potassium preheater current vs power 
has an active getter area of 154 in.'. The assembled hot 
trap is shown in Fig. 44. 
9. Potassium flowmeter. The two potassium flowmeters 
are of the same electromagnetic type as the lithium flow- 
meter. One, located on the boiler inlet line, has a perma- 
nent magnet with a field strength of 3050 gauss. The 
conduit is :!/x-in.-OD tubing. The second flowmeter, lo- 
cated on the turboalternator bearing feed line, lias a 
magnet with a field strength of 10,000 gauss. The flow 
conduit is '//s-in.-OD tubing. This particular flowmetcr is 
needed more to indicatc the onset and continuation of 
flow to the turboalternator than to indicatc: any quanti- 
tative flow. 
C. Subsystems 
1.  Potassium and lithium fi l l  and dump system. The 
purpose of the fill and dump (F-D) system is: 
(1) To providcl storage capacity for clean liquid metal 
(7) To provide capacity for emcrgcncy dumping of 
(3) To provide for purification and filtration of liquid 
(4) To provide for the measurement of thc. amount of 
liquid metal deposited or removed from the F-D 
system. 
(5) To providca 
metals to and from the F-D systc>m. 
to be used in the test loop. 
liquid metals. 
metals. 
motive force for transferring liquid 
(6) To provide ilecessary thcmnal energy for heating 
and liquefying liquid metals. 
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Fig. 42. Potassium hot trap drawing 
d’ 
Fig. 43. Potassium hot trap components 
Fig. 44. Potassium hot trap 
(7) To provide means of hydraiilically coupling liquid 
nictal shipping containers to thcx F-D systom with 
mechanical fittings \vhich are easy to asscwiblc, and 
tlisassemble. 
A schematic of the potassium antl lithirlm F-D s>.steni 
which provides for these fnnctions for thc trst facility i q  
diam 
Cb-IZr SECTION A A  
shown in Fig. 45. The F-D system is self-contained in an 
enclosure measuring -36 X 36 X 30 in. high and is posi- 
tioned outside, and close to, the lithium loop end of the 
test enclosure tank. Two photographic views are shown 
in Figs. 46 and 47. 
The F-D system is constructed entirely of type 304 or 
316 stainless steel except for O-ring seals in the bellows 
\dves  used on the argon gas lines. The F-D system con- 
tains a potassium tank having a capacity of 700 in.3 and 
a lithium tank having a capacity of 2600 in.s. Two re- 
motely operated Annin valves are used for emergency 
dumping of the lithium from the test loop into the lithium 
F-D tank. Another remotely operated Annin valve on 
the potassium F-D tank is for emergency dumping of the 
potassium loop. The lithium and potassium F-D tanks 
cach have a pipe well \vliicli is closed at the lower end 
into which a liquid-metal liquid-level inductance probe 
m a y  be inserted for determining potassium or lithium 
le\.els. These liquid-metal probe measurements are used 
for calculating the volumes of liquid metal added or 
removed from the F-D tanks and the potassium and 
lithium loops. Each tank is equipped with a 10 p. porous 
stainless-steel filter which is positioned hyclraulically in 
parallel u i th  the main .innin valve on each tank. During 
chiirging of the loop, the Annin valves are kept closed and 
the lithium and potassium are charged through the filters. 
Each tank has an argon line and a viicuiini line. Before 
charging the F-D system \\.it11 lithium or potassinin, the 
lines and F-D tanks are outgassed antl held undcr vacuum. 
After the loop has been c h a r p d  with liquid metal, inert 
argon gas is used as a co \w  gas and a s  a pressurizing 
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Fig. 45. Fill and dump system schematic 
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F- 1 
Fig. 46. Fill ond dump system, front ond 
side view 
medium for forcing the liquid metal from the F-D s: 
tem into the test loop. Located at the bottom and the e 
of each tank is a drain line with a Hoke stainless steel 
bellows valve of all-welded construction. The downstream 
nipple of the valve is capped with a Swagelock fitting. 
When desired, the F-D tanks may be externally drained 
into an external container by connecting a stainless steel 
tubing line from the external vessel to the Swagelock 
fitting on the F-D tank drain line. 
A similarly fitted stainless steel line is positioned on 
the F-D tanks from the external lithium and potassium 
shipping containers. 
All the pipe lines and tanks in the F-D system are 
heated using Cal-rod-type heaters or flexible cable-type, 
monel-sheathed, resistance heaters. These heaters are 
either bent to fit a particular I c ~ ~ g t h  of tubing or wrapped 
around the tubing to form a helix. The F-D tanks are 
heated by four tubular heaters which are fitted longi- 
tudinally to the underside of the lithium and potassium 
F-D tank. All heaters are manually controlled by a 
variable powerstat and each hcatcd section has its own 
chromel-alumeI thermocouple. Because the F-D system 
is enclosed in a hou-like enclosure, insulation of this system 
WIS end!. and cwmomicnlly accomplished b!i simply 
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Fig. 47. Fill and dump system, side and 
rear view 
pouring Vermiculite insulation (a granulated form of ex- 
panded mica) into the F-D system enclosure. Stainless 
steel compound Bourdon gages are used extensively in 
the F-D system for pressure measurement. 
The F-D system is connected to the test loop through 
six stainless steel tubes which peiietratc. one end of the 
loop enclosure. Two lines go to the lithium loop for liquid 
lithium fill and drain. Thv other liquid line is for potassium 
fill and drain. Of the three other lines, two are used for 
argon supply to the lithium pump and the lithium pump 
liquid-level tank and the remaining linc is a gas line which 
is connected to the main potassiuin vapor line, down- 
stream of the boiler. This line is nscd in evacuating or 
pressurizing the potassium loop with argon \\.hen dump- 
ing potassium. 
Since the loop is entirely columbium, tlw stainless steel 
lines must make a transition to the columbiiini; it is not 
desirable to use stainless steel in a rcfractory-metal loop, 
because of deleterious mass transfer effects. The stainless- 
to-columbium transitions are accomplished by using 
Nuclear Metals: stainless-columbium co-extruded joints. 
'Teytron, Inc., Srlclear Sletnls Division, iVc \ t  Concord, \lass. 
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2. Dowtherm coolant system. Supplementary cooling 
is required for the centrifugal lithium pump and the 
potassium turboalternator (TA). The cooling requirements 
for these components dictated a fluid having 
(1) Good heat transfer characteristics. 
(2) Temperature stability up to 5 0 O O F .  
(3) Low vapor pressure 
(4) Compatibility with stainless steel. 
Dowtherm A,' which meets these requirements, was the 
liquid chosen. The major portion of the heat load to be 
removed by the Dowtherm is from the T A  stator and 
"Dowthenn A is n eutectic mixhire containing 26.5% diphenyl and 
73.5% diphenyl oxide by weight. 
VACUUM 
AND ARGON 
SYSTEMS 
4 
lesser amounts of heat are to be removed from the T A  
jacket and the lithium centrifugal pump. 
A nominal flow rate of 6 gpm was chosen for the T A  
stator and 2 gpm for the TA jacket and lithium centrifugal 
pump, which have their Dowtherm cooling channels 
hooked up in a series configuration. That is, after the 
Dowtherm flow leaves the TA jacket, it then flows to 
the lithium pump. A schematic of the Dowtherm system 
is shown in Fig. 48. A gcar-type positive displacement 
pump driven by ii %-lip motor is used to pump the 
Dowtherm. Two motor-pump units are used in a tandem 
configuration so that in the event of a motor or pump fail- 
ure, the other motor-pump unit takes over to ensure con- 
tinuous flow of Dowtherm coolant to the lithium pump and 
the TA. The Dowtherm flows from a 20-gal stainless steel 
reservoir tank to the pump, then through a water-cooled 
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Fig. 48. Dowtherm coolant system schematic 
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heat exchanger. The flow then divides into two streams: 
one to the TA stator, the other to the TA jacket and then 
to the lithium pump. Each of the two coolant lines has a 
throttling valve and a rotometer for fluid flow measure- 
ment. The two coolant flow channels return from the loop 
and empty into the reservoir tank. A manually preset 
pressure-control valve limits the output pump pressure 
by allowing a portion of the pump flow to return directly 
to the Dowtherm reservoir. The Dowtherm reservoir is 
vacuum- and pressure-tight for the following reasons: 
The Dowtherm coolant flowing through the TA stator 
cools the stator by flowing through an annular passage 
formed by the canned-rotor can and the stator itself (see 
Fig. 25 for a cross-sectional view of the TA). During oper- 
ation, potassium vapor and liquid surround the TA rotor 
within the isolation can, which is 0.010 in. thick. For this 
configuration, the Dowtherm pressure on the outside of 
the rotor can must not exceed the potassium pressure on 
the inside of the rotor can by more than 5 psi; other- 
wise, the rotor can will deflect sufficiently to rub the rotor. 
the rotor can is essentially turbine exhaust pressure, the 
pressure of the Dowtherm coolant system must be reduced 
at  the reservoir tank to iess than atirwspheric pressure (to 
maintain no more than 5 psi across the rotor can wall) 
whenever the potassium condensate exhaust saturalion 
temperature falls bdow + 1 100OF. 
I Therefore, since the pressure of the potassium inside 
3. Argon recirculation system. This system provides 
the loop containment vessel with a continuous supply of 
consists of an air-to-argon full-flow heat exchanger where 
the argon temperature is reduced from around 350-150°F, 
a centrifugal blower, and a bypass purifier!' which diverts 
lO!Z of the argon flow through catalytic beds to reduce 
the 0, and H,O concentrations to below 1 ppm. The 
blower shaft is equipped with a carbon face seal. In 
addition, the blower motor is housed in a leak-proof con- 
tainer which is also filled with argon as a backup to the 
carbon face seal. Figure 49 is a picture of heat exchanger 
and blower housing. The catalytic beds and drying towers 
are dual: one set of each is on the line while the other set 
plished on a time cycle arrangement and are completely 
automatic. The argon circuit is 4-in.-pipe for the most 
part and has an  orifice flowmeter in the main circuit, while 
I high purity argon at approximately 150°F. The system 
is in a regeneration mode. These operations are accom- 
4 
"Purifier hlodel HX\', United States Dynamics, h'c\vton Highlands, 
M W S .  
the bypass to the purifier has a rotameter to indicate its 
flow rate. Several ball valves and an argon makeup sys- 
tem complete the system. The argon makeup also serves 
the F-D system and thereby the lithium and potassium 
loops. This makeup argon is supplied by a liquid argon 
dewar and has guaranteed levels of contamination 
<5 ppm each of oxygen and moisture. 
4. Vacuum system. The vacuum system consists of a 
130-cfm mechanical pump, a 10-in. diffusion pump with 
cryogenic baffles, and the necessary valving to permit the 
evacuation of the various subportions of the system includ- 
ing the main chamber, the containment dome of the 
lithium pump motor, the F-D system, and the lithium 
and potassium loops. In addition, there is a cryogenic 
cold trap between the vacuum system and those portions 
of the system possibly containing liquid metals or their 
vapors. There is also a filter in the main 4-in. line to the 
mechanical pump to trap particulate matter. This system 
is used only for initial loop and tank evacuation and 
outgassing. 
5. Control panels. The main control panel is shown in 
Fig. 50. Its physical layout is similar to the loop schematic 
shown in Fig. 1. This layout is an aid in the location 
and assessment of the varivus parameter displays. Indi- 
cator lights on the panel are located in the same manner 
as they would be on the schematic. Certain key param- 
eters such as pressures, flows, voltages, currents, speed, 
and some of the temperatures have individual meters indi- 
cating their value. The bulk of the temperatures are 
selected on one of four stepping switches, with the indi- 
cator lights showing their location. Many meters are 
equipped with set points to switch on warning lights and 
buzzers to indicate when a parameter has gone out of 
limits. In addition, the heater temperature, overvoltage 
and undervoltage (both lithium and potassium heaters), 
and the lithium and potassium flows are wired to trip 
relays in the heater power supplies if they go out of 
limits. This interlock feature can be overridden. 
All trace heaters are manually set and adjusted by 
autotransformers mounted below the main control panel 
and also in an adjoining rack. Controls for the pumps 
and heater power supplies are also located on these two 
panels. Data acquisition, conditioning, and recording are 
described in another section of this report. 
D. Miscellaneous 
I .  Insulation. Insulation requirements €or the lithium- 
boiling potassium loop are quite stringent. To be 
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Fig. 49. Argon heat exchanger and blower housing 
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Fig. 50. lithium-boiling potassium test loop graphic display/control panels 
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considered suitable, insulation materials must satisfy cer- 
tain conditions. First of all they must have low thermal 
conductivity; in addition, they must be 
(1) Stable at temperatures up to 2300OF. 
( 2 )  Compatible with Cb-1Zr at temperatures 1111 to 
9300°F. 
(3) Easily outgassable. 
(4) Structurally resistant to thcmiial shock and vibration. 
(5) Rcasonably priccd and rcwlily available in mod- 
erate quantities. 
Tho candidate insiilation inaterids chosr~n for furthcr 
investigation were 
(1) Filierfrax, an alumina-silica fibrous blanket. 
(2) Q-felt (Microquartz), a silica fibrous lilankct. 
(3) Glasrock, a foamed porous silica block. 
(4) Alumina Block, a foamed poroiis alumina block. 
(5) Zirconia Block, a foamctl porous zirconia block. 
As a rcwlt of conipatibility tests conducted at the Jct 
Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) (Rtbf.  I) und actual operating 
cqeric,ncch at Pratt and IVhitnry Aircraft (CANEL), and 
hcausc. of its relatively low cost and CRSC of outgassing, 
Gliisrock foamcd-silica block"' was c11os(~11 ;is the primary 
loop insulation matcrial. 
Glasrock is a foamed, highly piirifietl (99.8% silica), 
opcw-porcd block structure. Thc blocks chosen for usc' 
n i w s i i r v  I8 Y 12 X 3 in.  and  ha\^ ;I dwisity of N 22 Ib ft'l. 
Figure Fjl shows sonic small tcst picw,s of Glasrock wliicli 
w c w  cut out  of stantlard s i x  ( IS X 12 X 3 in.)  block. 
Fig. 51. G h r o c k  insulation test samples 
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Because of the open pore structure of the blocks, out- 
gassing is readily accomplished by heating the blocks in 
a vacuum or inert-gas atmosphere before they are 
installed on the loop. The foamed silica block is easily 
cut with a hacksaw either by hand or by machine. After 
a block is shaped to fit a pipe or a component, the insula- 
tion is placed around the object to be insulated and tied 
together with stainless steel bands or wire. Where several 
blocks or layers of insulation were required, staggered 
installation of thc blocks k c p  the direct-radiation heat- 
Icakage paths to a minimum. After as much of the test 
loop \viis insulatctl with Glasrock a s  was possible, Q-felt 
(silica fiber forined into a soft blanket insulation) was used 
to fill i n  any cracks lx~twoen thc Glasrock insulation 
blocks, and to insulate in any other place where it was not 
fca<ihle to use the foamcd silica block. 
The Q-felt insulation was not used to any grcat extent 
( cwqi t  a s  first describcd) liccausc of its structure, which 
consists of a large number of silica fibers having a mean 
t1i;imctcr of only 2p. It was thought that the large surface 
arcs of thc large number of very small-diameter fibers 
would present an outgassing problem. The distinct advan- 
tage of this b l u d x t  form of insulation is that it can be 
rcwlily applied to circular and other complicatcd gc'om- 
(Ltrifls. J30cniisc. o f  this app1ic;ition fcatiirc, Q-fvlt will hc 
extcmsivcly used to rc-insnlatc the loop when repairs are 
ncxwsary, as thr accc,ssiliility of tlic loop after 1xTing per- 
in:incwtly welded to the tcst tank cnclosiirc> is quit(% 
limi t d .  
A plot of thcx calcrilatotl loop insulation llcat losscs, 
cdu t l ing  the R-C, is shown in Fig. 52. A point r q m w n t -  
iiig thc actual system heat loss (cxcluding the R-C) is also 
shown in Fig. 52 for comparison. The actual total system 
lioat 1ossc.s \ v c w  almiit 3-4 kII' greater than ; inticipatd 
Th(. major portion of thrsc. additional loop heat losses 
occnrrcd in the liquid potassirim line bctwccn tlic con- 
tlcnscr outlct and tlic 1)oilcr inlct. 
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heater + 1-in. downstream from the junction of the 
unheated and heated portion of the heater. This unheated 
AVERAGE LITHIUM TEMPERATURE, OF 
Fig. 52. lithium-boiling potassium loop heat losses 
(excluding radiator-condenser) 
portion of the heater, which is now essentially normal to 
the longitudinal axis of the pipe, passes through the pipe 
insulation positioning the electrical junction outside the 
pipe insulation, as is shown in Fig. 53. 
Each heated length of piping is fitted with two identical 
heaters, one of which serves as a redundant, or backup, 
heater. The heaters are fitted to the system columbium 
tubing after the system tubing has been fitted with its 
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Fig. 53. Typical application of tubular electric-resistance heaters to loop piping 
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three protective foils of tantalum and zirconium. The 
heaters are tied around the piping with columbium wire. 
Current is brought to the heaters through hermetically 
scaled feedthrough connectors which are located on flanges 
bolted to the tank walls. Each connector has 36 pins and 
is, thereforc, capable of handling 18 heaters or 9 heated 
sections (9 mainheaters i 9 backups). External to the tank 
enclosure, the wiring for c d ~  main heater and its redun- 
dant hcxater is brought to a manually variable powerstat 
autotransfonncr which pwmits individual adjustment of 
power for cnch heated section of pipe or component. 
Figure 54 is a calculated graph which serve's as a guide 
in determining the amount of power and the powerstat 
setting that should be used for an individual heater, based 
on the temperature of the pipe being heated for various 
heater lifetimes, Experience has indicated these curves 
to be useful and not overly conservative. 
IV. Fabrication and Construction 
A. Subassemblies 
The individual components used in the system were 
described in a previous section. Fabrication of these com- 
ponents into subassemblies was undertaken by TIG weld- 
ing in a drybox shown in Fig. 55. Subassemblies were 
then welded together in the containment tank, using a 
36 
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Fig. 55. Welding dry box 
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Fig. 56. Lithium-boiling potassium loop containment 
tank with welding spool-piece insert 
spool piece insert with drybox gloves which allowed the 
containment tank to function as a drybox (Fig. %).Anneal- 
ing the final welds on the lithium side was accomplished 
in the containment vessel under vacuum conditions. 
All components were received in a fully annealed con- 
dition. The subassemblies of the lithium system were 
annealed after welding. The following items were selected 
as subassemblies and are shown in Fig. 3: 
(1) Primary lithium heater and hot trap. 
(2) Lithium centrifugal pump. 
( 3 )  Lithium flowmeter. 
(4) Boiler. 
( 5 )  Turboalternator, bypass, and valves. 
(6) Condenser. 
(7) Potassium electromagnetic pump. 
(8) Potassium preheater, hot trap, and throttle valve. 
(9) Turboalternator bearing feed system. 
Each of the four lithium system isolation diaphragms 
was treated as a subassembly. 
B. Weld Technique 
The lithium loop subassemblies on the lithium side of 
the system were chosen on the basis that each field weld 
on the mainstream portion of the loop was made at the 
juncture with each two pressure transducer isolation 
diaphragm lines. Thus three field welds could be made 
in a small area and all three welds could be annealed in 
one operation. 
The selection of subassemblies on the potassium side 
was made on the basis of the maximum size of component 
which could be handled in the drybox. 
During all welding operations both oxygen and mois- 
ture were monitored. Specifications on impurities were 
5 ppm maximum moisture or oxygen. Oxygen was moni- 
tored by an Analytical Systems" instrument and moisture 
was monitored by a CEC" monitoring instrument. Weld- 
ing experience indicated that the impurity levels of mois- 
ture and oxygen were approximately 1 ppm each, which is 
within the aforementioned impurity specifications. Mois- 
ture and oxygen concentrations above 5 ppm are reduced 
by evacuating and back-filling the weld chamber with 
high purity argon as often as necessary. Although other 
workers in the field have observed moisture increases 
during the welding operation, we did not observe this 
phenomenon during our welding. This lack of moisture 
increase has been attributed to the use of heavy 
(OSO32-in.-thick) sulphur-free gloves and double O-ring 
seals at the cuffs of the gloves. 
The use of a standard TIG welding torch requires elec- 
trical insulation and cooling water. The care with which 
joints in cooling water lines are made will also affect 
moisture buildup. When it was found that the standard 
cooling lines provided with the torch were not impervious 
to moisture, the lines were cut to a minimum length. The 
joints were coated with high quality vacuum grease and 
hoses were clamped with fine wire. In addition, cooling 
water lines in the drybox were constructed of polyvinyl 
chloride with Swagelock seals. 
C. Atmosphere Protection 
Since outgassing of the loop, insulation, associated 
equipment, and containment vessel was expected as 
operating temperatures were increased, a method was 
needed for removing these impurities from the atmo- 
sphere and protecting the columbium from them. 
The argon received was guaranteed to contain less than 
5 pprn total impurities and was generally found to contain 
less than 2 pprn oxygen, plus water vapor. Thus, the pri- 
mary concern was outgassing during operation. Hydrogen 
was observed at levels of approximately 10 ppm; the 
majority of this, however, was believed to be a blank 
resulting from the sampling techniques used. Nitrogen 
"Teledyne, Inc., Analytical Instniments Division, Pasadena, Calif. 
"Consolidated Electrodynamics Corp., Pasadena, Calif. 
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was always below 100 ppm, the limit of detection capa- 
bility of the apparatus used in the gas analysis. 
Thus, protection of the columbium by a sacrificial foil 
wrap was needed. Data available from Pratt & Whitney 
Aircraft (CANEL), and Oak Ridge National Laboratory 
(ORXL) indicated that sticking probabilities for oxygen 
were greatest with molybdenum and less with zirconium 
and tantalum. Experiments were run using each of these 
foils wrappcd on Cb-1Zr alloy capsules and oxides of these 
wrapping materials were placed on the inside of the cap- 
siilcs. As evpwted, the molybdenum rcwted most rap- 
idly, 1)ccoming brittle and brc>aking away from the 
capsiilc. Thermodynamic predictions werc also verified 
b y  the rvtliiction of tlie molybdenum oxidc by the colum- 
bium. Thus, on the basis of its ovidc stability and reaction 
rate, tlic zirconium was selected as an inncr wrap against 
the colnmlhm. Two outer wraps of tantalum foil were 
then placed over the zirconium foil. Tests of this combi- 
nation have provcd its effectiveness I~ascd on analyses of 
the foils and columbium base metal after test. 
Wrapping of the loop was done in the open air by spot 
welding the foils. A heavy argon-cover-gas flow was used 
at the spot welding tip to minimize contamination. 
The wrapping technique was satisfactory for the entire 
loop except for the R-C. Wrapping the R-C would impair 
its heat rejection capability to an unacceptable extent. 
Thus, commercially available oxidation-resistant coatings 
were tested for possible use on this portion of the system. 
Results of these tests have been presented in detail in a 
JPL report (Rcf. 2 )  and are only summarized here. 
The chromium-modified silicidcs produced chromium 
diffusion into the columbium bare metal. Tin-aluminum 
coating appeared satisfactory although one of the samples 
tested appeared contaminated. The most acceptable tech- 
nique appeared to be a diffusion layer of molybdenum 
coated with molybdenum disilicide. However, a decision 
was made not to coat the condenser coil, since (1) the 
supplier who did the molybdenum coating was unable to 
assure the purity of the chlorine used in a halide vapor- 
deposition process, (2) the molybdenum coating thickness 
was very nonuniform, and (3) the supplier of the molyb- 
denum disilicide process coating was unwilling to guar- 
antee performance. This decision was also based on the 
heavy wall thickness of the coil and the effects of oxygen 
contamination of a portion of the potassium loop. 
Osygcw contamination of the Cb-1Zr containment mate- 
rial in the lithium portion of the loop would result in 
penetration of the columbium by lithium and ‘weeping’ 
of the tubing. In the case of potassium, oxygen contami- 
nation would not cause failure of the Cb-1Zr component 
but might cause an increase in mass transfer rates of the 
Cb-1Zr material, an effect that would be negligible during 
this test. Another possible effect is that of increased 
consumption of the zirconium hot trap material. This 
effect, also, is believed to be negligible because of the 
large amount of zirconium contained in the hot trap com- 
pared with the potassium inventory of the loop. The third 
possible effect is deterioration of the mechanical proper- 
ties of the Cb-1Zr. However, no hardening of the colum- 
bium tubing was observed. A chemical analysis of the 
protective foils on other portions of the loop indicated 
levels of oxygen contamination below those necessary to 
cause property deterioration. 
D. Annealing Techniques 
Field welds on the potassium section of the loop were 
not annealed. All subassemblies on the lithium loop were 
annealed prior to field welding, thus leaving only four 
areas on the lithium loop to be annealed. Each of these 
areas was a cross containing three new welds and a fourth 
previously annealed weld. Annealing was done after the 
loop was foil-wrapped for protection from contamination. 
Two flat-plate heating elements were enclosed in an 
outgassed, foam insulation box which was cut to fit snugly 
around each area to be annealed. The area was thermo- 
coupled and the loop enclosed in the containment vessel. 
Annealing was done under a vacuum of lo-” mm/Hg or 
better. Heating was done slowly to maintain the vacuum. 
Each area was held at 2200OF for one hour, then cooled. 
Examination of the protective foil indicated contamina- 
tion of only the outer wrap, and not the two inner wraps. 
The outer foil wrap was replaced in these areas. 
E. Insulation Methods 
The selected insulation material, Clasrock Foam 25-lb 
density, was supplied in slabs measuring 3 X 12 X 18 in. 
Each slab was outgassed at  2200OF in argon for two 
hours and then allowed to cool. It was then cut to fit; and 
Q-felt (Microquartz), a soft, fibrous, blanket insrilation 
was used to fill the cracks between the blocks to minimize 
heat losses. The insulation blocks were held in place with 
stainless steel bands or wires. 
F. General Construction Comments 
Considering the system as a whole., several construction 
notes are worthy of comment. The 100p is contained in a 
vessel 5 f t  in diameter and 7 ft long. The 100p is supported 
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within a stainless steel framework that provides the 
anchor and support points. A stress analysis of the loop, 
performed before final assembly, was made by hand 
computations and then rechecked with an IBM code. The 
two methods showed good correlation. These analyses 
indicated the desirability of making a few changes in the 
anchor and support points for the loop, that were in fact 
incorporated into the final assembly. 
The containment vessel provides either a vacuum or an 
argon environment for the loop. The main flange and the 
several smaller flanges are compression-sealed with 
Viton-A gaskets or O-rings. In addition, there are numer- 
ous penetrations in the tank for instrumentation, power, 
valve and shutter actuators, and the lines going to the 
loop proper (fill and drain lines, gas lines, and Dowtherm 
A coolant lines). Some of these penetrations are sealed 
with O-rings; others, using bellows for alignment and 
movement, are welded. 
The F-D system is situated outside the containment 
vessel. This location was possible because there are no 
refractory-metal components in the F-D system. This 
system, in addition to the reservoir tanks of lithium and 
potassium, contains the filters, argon and vacuum mani- 
folds, valving and connectiolons to shipping containers, and 
valving and connections necessary for draining the lithium 
and potassium drain tanks. 
G. Auxiliary Systems 
The auxiliary systems, which have nothing unique in 
their construction, were described in a previous section. 
Suffice to say that their design and construction was 
dictated by the need for unattended operation. These 
systems are the vacuum, argon, Dowtherm A coolant 
and power supply coolant loops. These systems are 
external to the test cell and control room. 
V. liquid-Metal loop Instrumentation 
Instrumentation for the liquid-metal loop consists of 
three main parts: 
(1) Transducers located inside the loop containment 
enclosure. 
(2) Cabling between the transducers and control room. 
(3) Instrumentation inside the control room. 
Most of the instrumentation on the loop is routine 
except for three areas: 2000'F temperatures, materials 
Porameter 
Temperature 
LOOP taba 
Boiler inside AT 
Boiler outside AT 
Condenser AT 
Monitor 
Pressure 
Absolute, lithium 
Absolute, potassium 
Absolute, miscellaneous 
Differential, lithium 
Absolute, potassium 
Miscellaneous 
Flow 
Voltage 
Current 
Position 
liquid level 
'AT with 30-kW power input 
. Table 2. liquid-metal loop measurement summary 
Number 
70 
19 
19 
20 
70 
2 
6 
4 
4 
6 
2 
5 
4 
6 
1 
Transducer 
W-Re thermocouples 
Pt-Rh thermocouples 
Pt-Rh thermocouples 
W-Re thermocouples 
C-A thermocouples 
Strain gage transducer 
Stroin gage transducer 
Strain goge transducer 
Variable reluctance transducer 
Strain gage transducer 
EM flowmeter 
Voltage divider 
Shunt 
Potentiometer 
Resistance element 
Nominal ranges 
Physical input 
1 50-2200°F 
10-300°F 
80°F" 
100-500" F 
70-1 500'F 
0-50 psia 
0-200 psia 
0-20 through 50 psia 
0-5 through 50psid 
0-5 through 150 psid 
0 - 1  through 3.5 gpm 
0-1 through 250 V 
0-12 lhrough 4000A 
0-100" 
0-100% 
Electrical output 
0.8 -22 mV 
0.061.8 mV 
0.48 mV' 
1-5 mV 
-1-37 mV 
0-10 mV 
0-10 mV 
0-10 mV 
0-250 mV 
0-250 mV 
0-2  mV 
0-1 v 
0-1 v 
0-1 v 
0-1 v 
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technology required to meet loop containment enclosure 
atmospheric conditions, and high noise superimposed on 
low level signals. These three areas will be discussed in 
some detail, but routine instrumentation technology will 
receive only brief mention. 
A T/C 
W- Re 
The loop was operated for approximately seven months 
before a shutdown occurred that was caused by the potas- 
sium preheater failure. During the shutdown period, 
essentially all of the cabling and most of the thermo- 
couples inside the vacuum tank were replaced and, at the 
same time, significant improvements were made. 
I 
The basic scope of the instrumentation is indicated in 
Fig. 57 and Table 2. Figure 57 shows a block diagram 
of the liquid-metal loop instrumentation system. Basic 
breakdown of the three main parts-transducers, cabling, 
and control room instrumentation-are given on the dia- 
gram. Major signal groupings and instrumentation com- 
ponents are also given. Table 2 summarizes the required 
measurements. 
~ 
AT/C 
Rt-Rh 
- 
The transducers, cabling and the control room instru- 
mentation are discussed in this section. A discussion of 
the initial operational experience, and future modifications 
to the instrumentation, is included in Section VI. 
I 
SHIELDED A T/C 80 AT/ c 
FEEDTHROUGH JUNCTION SCANNERS - 
DIG ITAL 
DATA 
SYSTEM 
- 
65 STANDARD - 
SCANNERS 
I -I 
A. Transducers 
The transducers described include any special signal 
leads required to connect the signals to conventional 
copper cabling. Three basic groups of parameters are 
measured: temperature, pressure, and miscellaneous 
signals. 
50 
1 .  Temperature transducers. Three types of thermo- 
couples are used on the liquid-metal loop to measure 
various temperatures: 
(a) Tungsten-Rhenium (W-Re): all primary tem- 
perature measurements except for the boiler 
temperatures. 
( b) Platinum-Rhodium (Pt-Rh): all boiler differential 
METER 
AMPLIFIERS 
temperatures. 
-LOOP CONTAINMENT 1 ---- r 
AP - 
~ 
MISCELLANEOUS - 
71 r- ENCLOSURE I-+ CONTROL ROOM INSTRUMENTATION 
AP 
CONDITIONING 
FEEDTHROUGH 
10 SIGNAL 
NOTE: 
SPECIAL - T/C -THERMOCOUPLE 
20 
' 'IGNAL NUMBERS INDICATE 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I I I 
U '  I I 
I - l  
I I 1 I 
I I 
PATCHBOARD SIGNAL 
12 
Pobr 
I NON-T/C 1 
L----J OF CHANNELS 
Fig. 57. liquid-metal loop instrumentation block diagram 
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( c) Chromel-Alumel (C-A): all noncritical tempera- 
tures on the liquid-metal loop. These temperature 
measurements are used primarily during heat-up 
and cool-down operations. 
a .  Tungsten- rhenium thermocozrples. Tungsten- 
rhenium thermocouples are used to monitor all critical 
temperatures, except for the boiler, because of their low 
drift in an inert atmosphere. Several studies conducted 
by other firms have indicated that the drift of a W-Re 
thermocouple is appreciably less than either noble metal 
or base metal thermocouples in such an atmosphere. 
Possible drift of other thermocouples and future require- 
ments to measure temperatures on other liquid- metal 
loops dictated the use of W-Re thermocouples for all 
possible critical temperature measurements on the liquid- 
metal loop. 
Because of the limited experience with W-Re thermo- 
couples, it became necessary to work out techniques to 
cope with the idiosyncrasies of these materials. These 
techniques can be divided into essentially two areas: 
methods of making the actual thermocouple junction, and 
lead wire techniques. 
Junctions. Conventional procedures for forming junc- 
tions used for base metal or noble metal thermocouples 
are generally unsatisfactory when used with W-Re 
thermocouples, because of embrittlement of the tungsten 
metal. A typical, welded thermocouple junction is 
extremely brittle and will break under normal handling 
procedures; extreme caution, considerably above that 
normally exercised during thermocouple installation 
processes, is required to avoid breakage of the junction. 
Also, the susceptibility of the welded junction to vibra- 
tion could result in its failure after some operational life. 
Another stringent limitation was imposed by refractory- 
metal technology. The columbium loop is operated at 
high temperature; and freedom from contamination and 
thermal stress loads is of overriding importance. This 
consideration eliminated certain mechanical attachment 
techniques and limited the materials that could come in 
contact with the columbium. 
Some differential-thcrniocoi1ple temperatiire measure- 
ments required that the thermal resistance between the 
columbium pipe and the thermocouple junction be held 
to an absolute minimum because of thermal fluxes of 
approximately 300 RTU /f t2. Any slight variation in the 
junction-to-columbium thermal resistance would cause 
an appreciable error. Because of these problems, a 
junction-forming technique was developed which utilized 
a plasma spray to form the actual thermocouple junction. 
A thin (about 0.005 in.) layer of tantalum, which is com- 
patible with columbium, is sprayed over a 2-in.-long 
area on the columbium pipe. Next, a layer of alumina is 
plasma-sprayed on top of the tantalum coat. Another 
layer of tantalum is then plasma-sprayed over the alumina 
layer. 
These last two steps provide for an ungrounded thermo- 
couple junction and may be eliminated from the procedure 
if an ungrounded thermocouple junction is not necessary. 
The two thermocouple legs are placed over this area, then 
bonded to the tantalum base with a tantalum bead ap- 
proximately %-in. thick and %-in. in diameter. This tanta- 
lum bead provides both an electrical junction, and 
mechanical and thermal bonds to the columbium pipe. 
Thermal resistance of this combination is repeatable. The 
entire assembly is then sprayed with alumina to provide 
electrical insulation, with all spraying done in an inert 
atmosphere. Figures 58 and 59 show closeups of com- 
pleted, sprayed thermocouples. Figure 29 shows the 20 
thermocouples on the condenser assembly; these thermo- 
couples are used for differential temperature measure- 
ments. 
Replacement thermocouples cannot be installed with 
this technique because of mechanical limitations associ- 
ated with the inert atmosphere requirement. A similar 
procedure has been used to make junctions on 0.062-in.- 
thick columbium tabs which are formed to mate with the 
columbium pipe. A typical columbium tab is nominally 
%in.-long and is bent to concentrically cover a 180° arc 
of the pipe. Although this technique has a higher, and 
Fig. 58. Completed sprayed tungsten-rhenium 
thermocouple 
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Fig. 59. Tungsten-rhenium thermocouples 
on condenser 
less repeatable, thermal resistance, it does provide a feasi- 
ble method for forming junctions when conditions (lo not 
pcrinit direct attachmcnt of the thermocouplc to tlic pip(%. 
Leut/ t c i w s .  Tlic cost of thc \\‘-Re tltc~rniocouplc~ wirc 
prc~clud(d its uscl hctwecn tlie M’-Rc, junction and the 
reference junction, a distancc of appro\imatcly 30 ft. 
hlatching lead wire h n s  a specified cvor  of 110 pV 
(appro‘siniatc~ly -C 10°F) o w r  ;I tcmpcxiture rang:‘. o f  
32500°F. This \vould provide ;in rinacccytahle crror 
in many of tlie reqiiired incasurcmcnts, cspwially \vlicrc 
differential temperature nioasiireinmts arc. rcquircd. To 
rcdrice this error to an accqitablc value>, it WIS nc~cessnr!~ 
to cleterminc thr possi1)lc c’rrors associated with various 
temperatures at the junction lwtwcen tlie tlic.riiiocoiiplc, 
wire and the lead wire. Espericncc with the initial tlicwno- 
couple installation intlicatcd that tlicsc crrors w c w  associ- 
ated with c~icli lot of t1icriiiocoiil)lc. wires antl kad wircbs; 
different lots of I d  wirc \vi11 c;iiisc tIiff(mmt crrors n h i  
mated with tlir s;inic tlwmocoriplc. A sctric,s of tclsts to 
acciira tel y <IC. tcrm i nc the charac tcri s t ics of t I ic p i  r t ici I 1 :I r 
wircs r i s d  in tliis installation \viis contluctcd. Tlicw. tcxsts 
indicated that a nt~gligil)l(~ jrinctioii ( < - 1  1°F) crror could 
he achic.vec1 with a junction tcmpcr;itrirc’ o f  306°F. Thc 
test also continw)rrsly tlc~tc~rriiiiicd tlw slop* o f  t l i c b  (’rror 
vs tlic jrinction-tc~iiipc~r~itrlrc. c ~ ~ r w  (Fig. G O ) .  
Tlie first installation on this loop u s c d  ii diffcwnt lot of 
lead wire than that i i s d  in tlw last installation. Espcri- 
mental tests, conducted in the same ni;inner a s  tliosc 
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described previously, determined that junctions between 
the two lots of lead wires could cause significant errors 
(Fig. 61). However, this error can be used to compensate 
for the tliermocouple alloy error, since tlie slope is of 
opposite polarity. 
Cnlihration of millivolts with temperature during the 
loop opcriition was a laborious process. Further calibra- 
tion of the c w n - s  causcd by thc two unconstrained 
junction tcmpcxitiircs would increase this problem con- 
sidcwhly. The. jrinctions Iwt\vccn thr thermocouple and 
i i c ~ t r  alloy lead \\ire. and bet\vc’cn thc-  ne\v and old iilloy 
lrxl  \vires will, tlic~rcforr, 1w controllcd to take atlvantagc 
of the opposite slolws of the orror curves. The ambient 
tcwq)cxitrirc\ insidc the loop cont;iinnicnt enclosrirc was 
c1c~teriniiic.d to 1,c at lcast 350°F during full po\vcr opcra- 
t ion. Con t rol sin1 pl ici t y dic ta t cs that any jnn c t i on tc’m - 
pcraturc~s will 1~ controllcd ahove this tenipcraturc, to 
a\wid the complications rcqiiircd by ;my cooling systcwis. 
Consequently, the jrinction tcmperatiirt,s between thc 
tlicrmocouplc \virc. and Icad wirc will hc controllcd at 
100”F, \\.hicli \vi11 gi\.c ;in error of -50 mV (Fig. 60). Thc 
jiinction Iwtivcwi thc, n(w. and old alloy l(~; i t l  wires will 1)c 
1ic.ltl at :33O”F, \vliicli \\,ill givv ;in crror of - I  50 I ~ V .  
Jiinctioii 1)locks I)tst\\ww tlw thcrmocoiipl(~ and IW\V alloy 
lratl wircbs will 1)c riscd to rcdiicc~ thv I(mgt1i of thr e’spcn- 
s i w  t I tcmnocou plc n.irc. rcqii i r (d .  ,411 j i i  nct ions be t n w v i  
tlic n c w r  ant1 old alloy lcad \vir(. will bc niadc in an 
isothmnal zonc. Tcnipcrature of t h e  blocks will Iw 
monitored antl controllcd to k w p  tlw nrt  resulting N T O ~  
to Icss t h i n  k 2 O  nil’, or +?(‘“I;. 
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practices, and final digital data recording system. This 
recording system was calibrated with a 0.01% voltage 
standard before the tests were started, and the calibration 
was monitored periodically. Typical calibration data is 
shown in Table 3. 
b. Platinum-rhodium thermocouples. Platinum- 
rhodium thermocouples are used to measure the tempera- 
tures of the inside and outside of-the boiler-the most 
critical temperature measurements of the entire loop. The 
possibility of drift in the Pt-Rh thermocouples was recog- 
nized, but economic considerations prevented the use of 
14'-Re thermocouples. To reduce drift, Pt-6% Rh:Pt30% 
Rh thermocouples are used. Drift of this combination is 
-50 
-100 
-150 
TEMPERATURE, O F  
Fig. 60. Tungsten-rhenium to lead-wire junction error 
less than that of the more common 10%-Rh thermocouple. 
However, reduced drift is obtained at the expense of less 
output: sensitivity is approximately 6 mV/OF. 
Thermocouples to measure temperature on the inside 
of the boiler are included in a specially fabricated assem- 
bly that is completely described in Section 111-B-1. 
Junction temperatures between the Pt-Rh thermo- 
couples and copper lead wires must be made at the same 
temperature to avoid any extraneous effects. N o  lead wire 
is available for the Pt-6% Rh:Pt-30% Rh thermocouples. In 
addition, normal tolerances associated with lead wire 
could not provide sufficiently accurate measurements. 
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3- 
a* 
0 40 a 
[L w 
z 
0 
t, z 
3 
7 
2c 
C 
TEMPERATURE, O F  
Fig. 61. New lead-wire to old lead-wire junction error 
TEMPERATURE, O F  
Fig. 62. Differential pressure transducer zero shift with temperature 
c 
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Table 3. Tungsten-rheniurn thermocouple 
calibration data 
Temperature 
I Oven up I Oven down I 
W-Re, mV Temperature W-Re, mV 
774.8 
I 827.4 I 6.82 I 1507.8 I 13.48 I 
6.27 I 1649.0 I 14.77 
874.1 
91 9.4 
~~ 
7.29 1397.5 12.46 
7.76 1308.5 11.61 
I 1202.5 I 10.62 I 1102.0 I 9.61 I 
1011.0 
11 13.0 
8.70 1234.0 10.89 
9.73 I 1163.5 10.22 
1276.0 
1338.5 
1386.1 
I 1649.8 I 14.83 I 844.0 I 6.97 
11.36 1047.4 9.06 
11.96 999.3 8.56 
12.43 955.0 8.12 
I- I I 
1530.5 13.77 914.5 I I 7.70 
I I I 752.5 I 6.04 I 
1613.5 14.51 877.5 7.32 
I I I 604.1 I 4.51 I 
1679.5 15.09 1 811.5 6.64 
All Pt-Rh thermocouples are used to measure boiler 
inside and boiler outside differential temperatures. The 
upper thermocouple is used as a reference. Because of this 
arrangement, no reference junction is required for the 
Pt-Rh thermocouples. 
c.  Chromel-Alumel. Chromel-alumel thermocouples 
were used wherever possible on the loop to avoid the cost 
and complexity associated with the W-Re or Pt-Rh 
thermocouples. Their primary use is to monitor heater 
temperatures, component temperatures less than 1000OF, 
and other parts associated with heatup and cooldown 
procedures. Chromel-alumel thermocouples are installed 
with conventional techniques. 
720.0 
The literature indicates that for good stability C-A 
thermocouples should be used in an oxidizing atmosphere. 
The tendency of the C-A thermocouple to drift in a high- 
purity argon atmosphere was confirmed at the time that 
the W-Re calibrations were conducted. A C-A thermo- 
couple drift of M ° F  was recorded during a single 4-h 
temperature cycle from ambient temperature to 1700OF 
and return. Drift was accurately checked with a copper 
5.71 
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I I 552.0 
freezing point standard. Thermocouples made from adja- 
cent lengths of the same wire and subjected to similar 
temperature time cycles in an oxidizing atmosphere 
showed essentially no drift. The accuracy required of 
these thermocouples was such that drift did not constitute 
an operating problem. 
3.98 
2. Pressure transducers. Two types of pressure trans- 
ducers, absolute and differential, are required for this 
loop. Accuracy requirements are low, but widely varying 
temperatures and materials compatibility presents serious 
problems. 
a. Absolute pressure traducers.  Absolute pressure 
transducers are conventional strain gage units with a 
5000F environmental rating. These transducers were pur- 
chased without expensive temperature compensation, 
since each transducer is individually calibrated. 
b. Diferential pressure transducers. Differential pres- 
sure transducers are the variable reluctance type. Pur- 
chased in 1962, these transducers do not represent the 
best transducer that is available at the present time. Strain 
gage units would be preferred to standardize the signal 
conditioning and calibration procedures, but suitable 
high-temperature, differential pressure, strain gage trans- 
ducers were not available at the time these diffcrential 
pressure transducers were purchased. 
Significant zero and sensitivity shifts were exhibited by 
the differential pressure transducers, as described in the 
next section. These errors required thorough and complete 
calibrating of each individual transducer. 
c.  Calibration. At the time of sale, the manufacturer 
would not guarantee any specific limits on zero or sensi- 
tivity temperature effects on the differential pressure 
transducers. Preliminary investigations showed that these 
errors could be at least lo%, and would vary with different 
transducers. Equipment and procedures were developed 
to permit efficient calibration of all pressure transducers. 
This provided a complete calibration of the following 
parameters: 
(1) Temperature vs zero shift. 
(2) Temperature vs sensitivity shift. 
(3) Linearity. 
(4) Line pressure vs zero shift (differential pressure 
transducers only). 
All data is presented in the form of X-Y graphs with 
the forcing parameter on the X axis and the resulting 
45 
error, expressed in percent of full scale, on the Y axis. 3. Miscellaneous transducers. The temperature and 
Approximately 100 graphs describing the characteristics pressure transducers described provide the bulk of data 
of all absolute and differential pressure transducers were in this experiment. However, flow, position, voltage, and 
prepared. Typical calibration graphs are shown in current measurements are also required. Flow signals are 
Figs. 62, 63 and 64. obtained from electromagnetic flowmeters and provide 
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Fig. 63. Differential pressure transducer sensitivity shift with temperature 
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Fig. 64. Differential pressure transducer zero shift with line pressure 
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a low millivolt level signal. Voltage and current measure- 
ments use conventional voltage dividers and shunts to 
derive the required signal. 
B. Cabling 
The instrumentation cabling consists of three areas: 
inside the loop containment enclosure, feedthroughs 
through the enclosure wall, and between the feedthroughs 
and control room instrumentation. 
1.  Cabling inside enclosure. Cabling inside the enclo- 
sure uses conventional techniques. Aluminum oxide 
insulation is used on all thermocouples in high tempera- 
ture zones; Teflon is used for all other insulation. The 
initial operation disclosed that some zones in the en- 
closure reached temperatures of 600°F. This damaged 
the Teflon insulation in several areas and required re- 
placement of most of the cabling. Most connections have 
500°F solder, or silver solder for connections close to 
the columbium loop, although mechanical and resistance 
welded connections are used in some cases. 
2. Feedthroughs. Feedthroughs in the enclosure wall 
consist of three types: Pt-Rh and W-Re thermocouples, 
C-A thermocouples, and nonthermocouple signals. 
a. W-Re and Pt-Rh thermocouples. The W-Re and 
Pt-Rh signals are sent through a 120-channel feed- 
through. Both legs of a thermocouple are run through a 
single stainless steel tube having a %in. OD and a 
0.012-in. wall. This tube is electrically isolated from the 
stainless steel flange. By electrically connecting the 
shields on these signal wires to this stainless steel tube 
on the inside and outside of the enclosure, a means is 
provided of running a completely shielded thermocouple 
signal through the enclosure wall. The actual thermo- 
couple wires are vacuum-sealed to the stainless steel tube 
with a vacuum-sealing compound. This vacuum-sealing 
technique provides an excellent seal, and no leaks were 
detected when a helium leak check was run on the com- 
pleted assembly. Figure 65 shows a typical feedthrough 
channel. 
b. C-A thermocouples. The C-A thermocouple feed- 
through uses a method similar to that for the Pt-Rh and 
W-Re thermocouples, but does not use a continuous shield 
because less accuracy is required on the C-A signals than 
on the others. A commercially available tubular feed- 
through is used for the C-A signals. Each leg of the 
thermocouple pair is sent through an individual tube, 
and sealed to the tube with a solder connection. 
STAINLESS STEEL 
FEEDTHROUG H FLANGE 
SHRINK 
THERMOCOUPLE 
I 1 
I J \ 2  
1 
I 
I 
I I 
THE R M OCOUP LE W I RE IN SUL AT IO N STAINLESS STEEL SHIELD REMOVED FOR VACUUM SEAL. TUBE 
INTERIOR FULLY POTTED FOR SEAL 
L 1 / 8 - i n .  OD X 0 . 0 1 2 - i n .  
STAINLESS STEEL TUBING 
Fig. 65. Shielded thermocouple feedthrough 
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3. Cable to control room. Conventional cabling tech- 
niques are used from the vacuum tank to the control 
room. Junctions for all differential thermocouples are 
inserted in an aluminum block to assure no temperature 
gradients, thus eliminating any extraneous effects. 
Cabling for all signals except for differential tliermo- 
couples is terminated in a patchboard in tlie instrumenta- 
tion racks. The patchboml also serves as a parallel 
junction point for all signals to the control console. Tlie 
shields and one signal line of all incoming signals arc 
paralleled at thr patchboard, to permit proper grounding 
arrangements . 
C. Control Room Instrumentation 
The control room instrumentation includes three main 
parts: signal conditioning, recording, and instrument a t '  ion 
associated with the control console. Thc signal condition- 
ing consists of fairly conventional equipmcnt. The record- 
ing area is based on a digital data recording system which 
h a s  some modifications to permit differential temperature 
measurements. Instrumentation associated with the con- 
trol console consists of buffer amplifiers, and a switching 
and calibration module. Figure 66 shows an overall view 
of the instrumentation racks in thc control room. 
1 .  Signal conditioning. The signal conditioning equip- 
mcwt is primarily associated with tlie pressure transducers. 
Bridge supplics are used for all strain gage transducers. 
A balance and calibration unit supplied by the vendor 
of thcx differential pressure transducer is used for these 
transduccrs. St;indard signal conditioning equipment and 
differential amplifiers are availablc for special measure- 
ments, althougli this equipment is not used extensively 
for routine measurements. 
2. Recording eqtripment. The recording equipment is 
based on a digital data system. An 8-channel analog 
recorder and other analog recording instrumentation arc 
also availablc,. 
a. Digital riotn s!/,vfrm. The digital data system is based 
on a standard, commercially available 1962 system' ' that 
has been modifitd to meet thc mc,\snremcnt requirements 
of thr liquid mc'tal loop. Figure 67 show\ a hlock diagram 
of the data system. 
Scanners. The digital data systcwi has four scanning 
motlnles. The first scanner is a 25-channe1, 3-channelis 
nioclule that is standard equipment with this system. This 
scanner provides individual rangc progrninming on cach 
channel. Tlic othcr t h e  scannc'rs arc' 30-channel, 100- 
clianncls s modulcs that havc Icss tlian 1 pV error. Thcse 
scanners arc' controllctl by  a special system that integratcs 
tl1c.m into thr stantlard data systcm. Inpits to the 25- 
clianncl and first 4O-cllanncl scanncxr arc available at the 
patchboard for multipiirpose iisc, whilv the last two 40- 
channel scannrrs ;ire hard-\vircd dircctly to thc tliffcrcntial 
tliemiocoupIcs. Figure 68 shows ;I hlock diagram of the 
tliffrrential tcmpcvxtiirc, circuits. Tlic. control system scan- 
ners and a1nplific.r control modulc arc arrangcd so that thc 
system automaticalIy makes a tliffcrcntial temperaturc 
mcasurcmcnt for all signals in tlw last two scanners. 
Amplifiers. Two amplifiers iirc usrd with this digital 
data system. One> is used in the normal inanncr to amplify 
all signals after the scanncr. Thc othcr amplifier is 
uscd in conjiinction with the first to make  a diffcrcntial 
Fig. 66. Control room instrumentation 
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Fig. 67. Digital data system block diagram 
temperature measurement. The use of two amplifiers elec- 
trically isolates any unintended grounds that may exist in 
the differential thermocouple installation. Control of these 
amplifiers according to the normal of differential tempera- 
ture mode of operation is accomplished by the special 
control system. 
Measurement. The digital data system uses the voltage- 
to-frequency technique to obtain digital data. The fully 
conditioned signal is presented to the input of the voltage- 
to-frequency converter, whose output is sent to a comput- 
ing counter. This counter permits some measurements to 
be made in direct engineering units, although absolute 
temperature measurements cannot be displayed in engi- 
neering units because of the offset voltage associated with 
the reference junction. Output of the digital data system 
is a conventional digital-printed paper-tape recorder. 
1 
ENGl NEERING 
UN ITS 
 
b. Analog recorders. The primary analog recording 
instrumentation is an &channel pen recorder. In addition 
to this recorder, an X-Y recorder and several strip chart 
recorders are available. Inputs for these recorders are 
available at the patchboard. 
3. Control Consok Meters. Signals for 50 control con- 
sole meters are derived from the previously described 
transducers. The parallel connection dictated that the 
control console meters had to be completely buffered to 
avoid any loading effects on the other signals, since load- 
ing would interfere with data accuracy. Signals for the 
control console meters are paralleled at the back of the 
patchboard, then sent to a calibration and conditioning 
module. This module includes the switching necessary 
to set zeros, to offset thermocouples for O-lOOO°F or 1000- 
2000OF operation, and to introduce calibration signals into 
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Fig. 68. Differential temperature measurement circuits 
the meter circuits. The module also includes the switch- 
ing that allows different thermocouples to be displnyed 
on one meter. This switching includes stepping switches, 
which will multiplcx from 7 to 40 thermocouples and 
display tlw output on a single mctcr. Outputs of thc 
frilly contlitionctl signals arc scnt to meter amplifiers 
which arc h s c d  on ;in operational amplifier circuit. Sys- 
trm gains are set at  these amplifiers, which also prcscnt 
ii high input imp(dmec~ to the circriit. The actual mcwrs 
provide tlic rcyiired current drivc by being locatcd in 
tlw fccdback loop of the operational amplifier. 
Following the outgassing procecliircs, the potassium 
loop was first filled completely (‘hard-fill’) with potassium. 
Then the lithium loop was loaded with its nominal 
operating amount of lithium. Both loops were circulat- 
ing in the 1000°F range, all-liquid nonboiling mode, for 
several hours, when the lithium centrifugal pump im- 
peller suddenly seized and sheared the shaft which 
coupled it to the motor (January 29, 1966). 
The loop w a s  shut d o ~ n  and the pump dome and 
pump motor were removed. Evainination showed that 
the pump shaft had sheared at a point where a deep 
keyway had 1,ec.n machined in the columbium shaft 
(Fig. 69). The break \vas readily accessible and a new 
coupling was bolted to the slicwed impeller shaft. 
f 
Fig. 69. Close-up photograph of sheared lithium 
pump shaft at keyway 
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boiling operations were stable; pressures, temperatures 
and potassium vapor quality were within expectations. 
Some boiling instabilities were first encountered at PO- 
tassium boiler temperatures of 1350-1400°F. These in- 
stabilities showed up mainly as periodic nondivergent 
oscillations in the potassium flow rate (see Fig. 70, which 
TIME- H I m i n  
0 
POTASSIUM FLOW RATE, gprn 
I 
0 
POTASSIUM PUMP HEAD, psia 
25 
1000 
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EXIT TEMPERATURE, OF 
1500 
0 
BOILER INLET 
PRESSURE, psi0 
25 
1000 
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EXIT TEMPERATURE, O F  
1500 
1000 
POTASSIUM CONDENSER 
INLET TEMPERATURE, OF 
1500 
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LITHIUM BOILER 
INLET TEMPERATURE, OF 
1500 
Fig. 70. Sanborn strip-chart recording of important loop parameters during initial boiling startup 
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is a Sanborn strip-chart recording of important loop 
parameters). The mean of the oscillatory potassium flow 
was greater than the previously observed flow rate under 
stable operating conditions. During this period of in- 
stabilities the potassium pump head was generally lower, 
indicating that the boiler pressure drop was lower because 
of the lower quality exit potassium vapor. These potas- 
sium hydraulic instabilities were readily controlled and 
removed by adjusting the potassium flow rate and lithium 
temperature by relatively small increments. Following 
this short period of unstable operation (- 1 hour), stable 
boiling at + 1500°F ( 1700°F lithium temperature) pro- 
ceeded for ~ 2 0  hours. The lithium pump then seized 
again but was successfully restarted after the pump shaft 
was reshimmed upward an additional 0.020 in. 
At a power input of -20  kW and at a boiler inlet 
lithium temperature of 1700OF, an overall JPL power 
failure occurred that resulted in a rapid loop cooldown 
to under 800OF. 
and reheating. Pressurization did not break the plug, so 
the old charge of lithium was dumped and a fresh charge 
the boiler was accomplished by using trace heaters while 
circulating hot potassium through the boiler, the potas- 
sium loop having been previously hard-filled. Heating 
of the potassium was accomplished with the use of the 
preheater. 
I 
I 
I loaded into the loop. Heating of the lithium loop and 
Raising the loop and boiler temperature to approxi- 
mately 1200OF caused disintegration and dissolution of 
the plug. 
With full lithium flow re-established, the hard-filled 
potassium loop, which was maintained at 1600°F, was 
slowly drained to its nominal, boiling-mode, potassium 
level of approximately two-thirds the height of the R-C. 
A plot of temperature vs R-C coil location before and 
after the draining and boiling operation reveals the height 
of potassium in the R-C (Fig. 34). This level was chosen 
to ensure against the possibility of pump cavitation. 
After power was restored, temperatures were being 
returned to their previous level when another laboratory 
power failure occurred. Loop cooldown to - 8W°F again 
occurred before power was restored. Approximately 20 
hours later, with lithium temperatures back to - 160O0F, 
a large reduction in the lithium flow signal initiated an 
automatic heater scram (May 14, 1966). Tests showed 
that the lithium pump was operating satisfactorily, but 
apparently a plug had formed somewhere in the loop 
that resulted in almost complete flow blockage. The sys- 
tem was cooled down to ambient and radiographs were 
taken of the loop to determine if the plug could be 
detected or to see if any significant mass transfer could 
be observed. Of particular concern was the possibility 
that the yttrium oxygen scavenger in the lithium hot trap 
had mass-transferred and precipitated in the boiler. How- 
ever no such evidence could be seen in the radiographs. 
Tests performed on the lithium loop to determine the 
location of the plug led to the conclusion that the plug 
was located in the lithium annulus a t  the bottom of the 
boiler.'.' I t  was thought that the plug could be broken 
by pressurizing one side of the plug; or, by dumping the 
lithium from the loop, refilling with fresh clean lithium, 
"This location of the plug explains why it was not visible on the 
radiographs. The lithium flow passage is annular, 0.875 in. OD by 
0.062 in. wide. If the density of thc plug material in this relatively 
thin annular passage (boiler OD 1.OOO in.) is not greatly different 
from the srirroiinding fluid or not as dense as the columbium boiler 
stnicture, then it would not be visible on a radiograph. 
Figure 71 shows the Sanborn strip-chart recording 
operations. As the level was lowered in the potassium 
loop, boiling started and potassium flow fluctuations 
occurred for about 30 min (Fig. 71a). 
during (a) startup, (b) steady state, and (c) shutdown I 
I 
I 
Stable boiling was attained by increasing potassium 
pump power and operating at higher temperatures. 
Stable boiling of the potassium at about 1850OF con- 
tinued for 8 h (Fig. 71b) with the lithium at 1 9 0 0 O F  and 
at full-power operation of 30kW. Figure 73 is a plot of 
the boiler internal potassium temperatures (using internal 
Pt-Rh thermocouples) vs axial position in the boiler, 
based upon data taken during steady state boiling. The 
uppermost Pt-Rh thermocouple (measuring potassium 
exit-vapor temperature) is the reference thermocouple: 
potassium temperatures at other axial positions in the 
boiler are expressed as temperature differentials with 
respect to the reference temperature. 
The overall potassium axial temperature difference in 
the boiler, as measured by the internal Pt-Rh thermo- 
couples, agrees very well with the potassium inlet and 
outlet temperatures as measured by W-Re thermocouples 
which are positioned on the boiler inlet and outlet 
potassium piping. 
Following this period of stable boiling, uncontrollable 
flow oscillations occurred which resulted in burnout and 
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Fig. 71. Sanborn strip-chart recording -June 15, 1966 
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Fig. 72. Boiler axial potassium temperatures 
during stable boiling 
meltdown of the potassium preheater. The explanation 
of this failure is as follows: 
The oscillations started when an instantaneous reduc- 
tion in lithium pump flow15 initiated an automatic shut- 
down of the lithium heater and potassium preheater 
power supplies. This automatic shutdown resulted in a 
very rapid drop of potassium boiler feed temperature 
which probably flooded the boiler. When the power sup- 
plies were manually reset, the temperatures rose very 
rapidly back to their nominal values. Flooding of the 
boiler and the cessation of the boiling process caused a 
large reduction in the net pressure drop through the 
loop, with an attendant rise in the potassium flow rate. 
After the power supplies were turned on again, the 
potassium in the boiler absorbed heat until it flashed 
and started boiling again in a very explosive manner. 
This sudden explosive boiling evidently caused not only 
a reduction in flow because of the much greater loop 
pressure drop during the vaporization mode, but also 
reversah in flow. This chugging effect on the potassium 
flow is seen on the Sanborn strip chart recording in 
''This sudden reduction in lithium flow is thought to he due to 
either a momentary pump seizure, or a momentary formation and 
freeing-up of a plug in a lithium flow passage. 
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Fig. 71(c). With zero flow or a flow reversal, there is 
effectively no heat being removed by the potassium in the 
preheater, and within a short period of time (< one-half 
minute) it is possible to have a meltdown of the colum- 
bium tubing in the preheater when a large amount of 
power is being fed into the preheater (in this case 6 kW 
before failure). Figure 73 shows the opened loop en- 
closure with the preheater that failed (lower right). The 
hot potassium leaking out of the preheater reacted with 
the Glasrock foamed silica insulation as seen in Fig. 74. 
The preheater melted at two points approximately mid- 
way between the center power-feed bus-bar and the outer 
ground straps. The remaining center section is shown in 
Fig. 75. 
Following this failure, which occurred on June 16,1966, 
the system was shutdown for repairs. All necessary repairs 
have been made and a new preheater (Fig. 76) has been 
installed and welded in place with the field welder 
described in Section VI-B. 
A boiler feed valve (Fig. 77) had been included in the 
system at the boiler inlet for the specific purpose of 
varying inlet pressure drop to quantitatively study the 
effect of this important parameter on boiling stability. 
The valve has tungsten insert discs on both faces of the 
swinging gate. One of these discs that was not properly 
captured, dislodged and prohibited the valve from clos- 
ing. Total liquid pressure drop from pump discharge to 
boiler inlet was thus less than 1 psi and a substantial 
stabilizing influence was unavailable for subsequent loop 
operations. However, even under these unfavorable con- 
ditions, stable boiling was achieved most of the time 
during the boiling runs. 
It can be seen that this valve, after being cleaned of 
liquid metals, has a bright appearance, indicating very 
little, if any, oxygen contamination of the columbium 
during the total operating time of the potassium loop. 
It is felt that stability in the boiling potassium loop will 
be greatly enhanced by providing a high pressure drop 
through the boiler feed valve when operating properly. 
B. Field Repair Techniques-TIG Field Welder 
Changes are being made (primarily, installation of a 
new preheater) in the lithium-boiling potassium heat- 
transfer loop, now that the first phase of operations has 
been completed. Any such changes of columbium compo- 
nents necessitates inert atmosphere TIG welding in a 
confined area. Techniques have been developed at ORNL 
55 
# 
Fig. 73. View inside test loop containment vessel showing damaged preheater (arrow) 
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Fig. 74. Glasrock insulation after reaction with 
potassium during preheater failure 
Fig. 75. Center section and positive power terminal 
of damaged preheater 
(Ref. 3) to facilitate this type of welding operation. The 
methods developed there use equipment which is still too 
large to be used in the available space in the JPL test loop. 
A refinement of the ORNL method was evolved at 
JPL to meet space restrictions. Components of the weld 
jig are shown in Fig. 78. The standard ceramic tip was 
removed from a TIG weld-torch. The torch w a s  then 
bolted through a hole in a length of pyrex tubing using 
an O-ring for a seal. The pyrex-tubing torch assembly 
rotates on split water-cooled copper blocks which are 
bolted to the columbium tube ends. Sealing between 
the pyres and the copper chill blocks is accomplished 
by double O-ring seals. A combination vent and atmo- 
sphere sampling line was placed in onc’ of the copper 
chill blocks. Argon was purged through the columbium 
tubing and through the TIC torch argon line. The assem- 
bled jig is shown in Fig. 79. 
Fig. 76. New potassium preheater 
d 
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INCHES 
Fig. 77. Disassembled potassium boiler 
feed-throttle valve 
A photomacrograph is shown in Fig. 80 of the fusion 
weld pass. A filler ring was made from Cb-1Zr wire which 
was then fused into place. A photomacrograph of this 
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Fig. 78. TIG field-welder components Fig. 79. TIG field-welder, assembled 
k 
Fig. 80. Photomacrograph of cross section of fusion weld pass 
Fig. 81. Photomacrograph of cross section of filler-wire insert weld pass 
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Table 4. Analyses of weld samples 
Tubing 
Fusion Pass 450 40 
Filler Pass 500 260 
cross section is shown in Fig. 81. Analyses of the weld- 
ments are shown in Table 4. 
C. Summary of Pertinent loop Component and 
Behavioral Experiences. 
1 .  Outgassing. Shakedown of the loop took about three 
months with a great portion of that time spent for in- 
strumentation checkout and calibration. Outgassing of 
the loop and attainment of satisfactory moisture and 
hydrogen levels was successfully achieved following ap- 
plication of the argon purifier for on-stream purification. 
2. Lithium pump. Prevention of further lithium pump 
impeller seizures was successfully accomplished by shim- 
ming the impeller up a total of 0.040 in. This compen- 
sated for the differences in impeller and pump casing 
growth during heat up. 
3. Electromagnetic potassium pump. The MSA EM 
potassium pump operation was quite satisfactory. Po- 
tassium wetting of the columbium pump coils resulted 
in increasing the pump performance to a level which 
was apparently -5% greater than its nominal design head- 
flow characteristic. 
4. Valves. Experience has shown that considerable 
attention must be given to liquid-metal valve design and 
manufacture, including operating mechanisms. A mal- 
function of the boiler feed valve is being corrected and 
subsequent reliable valve operation will assist in the 
suppression of unstable boiling by creating a large liquid 
pressure drop before entrance of the potassium into the 
boiler. 
5. Radiator-condenser. Radiator-condenser heat rejec- 
tion was greater than expected. This is being compensated 
for by installing additional R-C heaters and blanking off 
the coolant argon flow to the portion of the loop enclo- 
sure that houses the R-C. Also, a tantalum foil heat shield 
will be placed about the lowermost coils of the R-C. 
6. Potassium preheater. The original installation of the 
potassium preheater was upstream of the boiler feed 
valve and the potassium hot trap, and at  some distance 
from the boiler inlet. The heat losses through this portion 
of the system resulted in a large drop in temperature (as 
much as ,- 1 5 0 O F )  between the preheater outlet and the 
boiler inlet. Thus the liquid potassium entered the boiler 
with a large amount of subcooling because the opera- 
tion of the preheater at temperatures close to or actually 
greater than the saturation temperatures in the boiler 
would result in unwanted boiling in the preheater. Actu- 
ally it was just such a condition which caused preheater 
failure. A new, longer preheater will be installed immedi- 
ately upstream of the boiler inlet between the boiler feed 
valve and the potassium hot trap. 
7. Tantalum foil. Examination of the inner protective 
wraps of tantalum foil indicate that they are still duc- 
tile; therefore, oxygen contamination of the columbium 
through this period of operation was not a problem. A 
total of about 750 hours of loop operation in excess of 
500OF has been accumulated in the argon cover gas en- 
vironment of the test chamber. 
A great amount of valuable experience has been gained 
in liquid-metal loading. startup, and shutdown, and 
steady- and unsteady-state operations of a two-loop 
lithium-boiling potassium system. 
Boiling of potassium, in stable and unstable modes, 
has been carried on for a total accumulated time of 
+ 40 h at power levels of 20-30 kW and at tempera- 
tures of 1600-1900°F. Further loop operations will be 
concerned with accumulation of boiler heat transfer 
data, operation of the turboalternator and further ex- 
perimental investigations of stable, unstable, and transient 
system performance. 
The results of these experiments will be used to guide 
the modifications necessary for refinement of the formu- 
lated analytical models describing the dynamic behavior 
of the system. 
D. Instrumentation Operating Experience 
The two-month period of initial operation provided 
valuable experience in the instrumentation area. Certain 
parts of the system, primarily the digital data recording 
system, gave good performance. This experience also 
pointed out certain modifications that should be made to 
provide more efficient operation and more accurate data. 
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1. Problems. The initial operation showed that many 
problems existed in the instrumentation. These problems 
are described briefly below. 
(a) W-Re thermocouple breakage. One of the primary 
problems associated with the transducer installa- 
tion was breakage of the W-Re thermocouple wires 
during the foil wrapping and insulation procedures 
which had to be done after installation of the 
thermocouples. The breakage would occur, typi- 
cally during the final insulation operation, and 
would cause a very difficult replacement problem. 
It appears that a fairly expensive thermocouple 
wire protection device would be required to assure 
complete reliability of all thermocouples. 
(b) Checkout and documentation. Stringent time limi- 
tations during the first installation did not permit 
thorough checkout and documentation of each 
channel. Only the C-A thermocouples were com- 
pletely checked for continuity and polarity. The 
W-Re thermocouples were connected, and the 
enclosure was closed before a thorough checkout 
could be made. It bccame apparent soon after 
heat was applied to the loop that problems would 
be encountered with the W-Re thermocouples. 
The C-A thermocouples appeared to be function- 
ing well. Problems with the W-Re thermocouples 
were traced to shorts in the feedthrough, miscon- 
nections, and similar wiring errors that could have 
been determined with a thorough checkout. To 
be valid, this checkout must include a complete 
end-to-end determination of signal polarity and 
approximate sensitivity. Some preliminary check- 
outs determined polarity properly, but did not dis- 
close amplitude discrepancies because the checks 
were not sufficiently detailed. 
(c) Pressure transducer failures. All differential pres- 
sure data became questionable shortly after opera- 
tion of the loop reached high temperature. As 
stated previously, these transducers had a 350OF 
rating. Some transducers were undoubtedly sub- 
jected to temperatures of 400-500°F, so this failure 
is explainable. Absolute pressure measurements 
were subject to doubt, and required frequent cali- 
bration. Pressure measurement redundancy will be 
attainrd by installation of stainless steel Bourdon- 
type prcwure gages at three critical locations. 
(d) Pressure lead line temperatures. Some of the lead 
lines from the columbirim pipe to the pressure 
transducer did not have a sufficient number of 
thermocouples installed to completely define the 
temperature of the entire line. This caused some 
doubt as to the fluidity of the liquid metal. Because 
of this uncertainty, about half of the absolute pres- 
sure transducer data was questionable. 
(e) Insufficient thermocouple channcls. Time and funds 
limitations dictated that the number of thermo- 1 
- 1  
loop was in operation, it became evident that many 
more thermocouples would he required to assist 
in troubleshooting and accurate determination of 
the conditions existing inside thc, tank. The majority 
of these thermoc-oiiples coiiltl be C-A, since the 
temperatures were gener,\Ily rclatcd to heaters, 
controly, and other componcnts rather than to the 
loop itself. I 
(f) Noise pickup. The hcuvy currcnts from the lithium 
heater, potassium preheatc,r, and EM pump power 
supplies caused largo amounts of magnetic pickup. 
This pickup was primarily noticed on the Pt-Rh 
thermocouples on the insid[> of the boiler, one of 
the prime measuremcmts on the loop. The leads 
extending from this thermocouple assembly were 
accidently damaged during the loop fabrication 
and had to be significantly shortened. This placed 
a physical limitation on the routing of the cable 
leads. The only place that signal leads could be 
routed was immediately adjacent to thr common 
bus of the two prime power supplies, and also 
close to the EM pump power. This pickup caused 
approximately 4 mV of noise on a signal of approxi- 
mately 100 pV. Noise pickup inside the enclosure 
is primarily electromagnetic, and so can be rcduced 
only through thorough twisting of all signal leads. 
The combination of coaxial boiler thermocouplcs 
and the normal parallel leads through alumina 
insulation on the high-temperature W-Re thermo- 
couples does not permit twisting. Magnetic shield- 
ing techniques are not feasible because of space* 
limitations. 
I 
couple channels be held to a minimum. After the 
I 
I( 
(8) Thermocouple calibrations. Some unforeseen trou- 
bleshooting required that comparisons of the differ- 
ence between two absolute thermocouples he made. 
This proved to be impossible in practically all 
cases, since errors of -t9O pV can be accumulated 
with individual errors in the thermocouple wire 
calibration, lead - wire to thermocouple -junction 
errors, and noise pickup. The necessity for these 
comparisons cannot be predicted, since they are 
typically the result of a partial failurc or some other 
trouble. It appears that the only way that this 
problem can be resolved is by careful and thorough 
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calibration of all errors which can enter into the 
temperature measurement. 
(h) Temperature conversion. The conversion from milli- 
volts to temperature in degrees Farenheit consumed 
a great deal of time. This conversion can be auto- 
matically provided with a modification to the digital 
data system, but time limitations have not made 
this possible. 
(i) Meter amplifier drift. Drift in the meter amplifiers 
has required continuous adjustment of the sensi- 
tivity and zero of these amplifiers. This created 
some uncertainty in the meter readings, although 
no major failures occurred. 
(j) Cross talk. Cross talk between the meter amplifiers 
(a) Digital system. The engineering units for absolute 
temperatures should be added to simplify opera- 
tional procedures. In addition, the basic counter 
in this system is an obsolete tube design. It should 
be replaced with a solid state up-down counter, 
which can eliminate the zero crossover error in- 
herent in the signal-to-noise levels now seen on 
many temperature channels. 
(b) Thermocouples. More thermocouples, especially 
C-A thermocouples, should be added to the loop 
to permit better troubleshooting in case of failures. 
These failures are typically associated with tem- 
peratures below 1 5 0 0 O F .  Drift of the C-A thermo- 
couples is a problem, but can be defined by 
comparison to a W-Re thermocouple. 
2. 
- 
and the digital data system was evident. Both input 
circuits are high impedance and are floating, so 
proper grounding should eliminate cross talk. The 
problem was caused by input current requirements 
of the operational amplifiers used in the meter 
amplifiers, and can be eliminated by circuit modi- 
fications to the meter amplifiers. 
"I1. Future Experiments 
facility are as follows: 
The primary experiments to be conducted in this 
Transient response to load perturbations. Load changes 
will be made on the turboalternator, and overall system 
response will be determined using secondary system con- Successful operation. 'Ihee areas of good Perform- 
arice were obtained during initial operation. 
(a) Data system resolution. The resolution of the data 
system was 1 pV. This resolution, plus +1 count 
stability, provided an excellent means of determin- 
ing slight changes in low level signals. This tech- 
nique is suited to the steady state signals inherent 
in the operation of this loop. This capability would 
also be very useful to determine relative tempera- 
tures, if the errors mentioned in item (g) were 
eliminated. 
- . .  
stant flow control or constant pressure control. The pri- 
mary system will be controlled by negative temperature 
coefficient reactor simulator programming. 
Regimes of boiling stability. Variation in boiler inlet 
throttling and subcooling will be made to determine 
effects on boiling stability. 
Startup. Both injection and liquid-drain startups will 
be attempted. 
(b) Engineering units readout. The data system per- 
mitted all nonabsolute thermocouple parameters to 
be read directly in engineering units. This saved 
a great deal of conversion of time. It also showed 
Steady state operational characteristics. Steady state 
thermal-hydraulic performance will be determined for 
all system components. 
- 
the value of a possible modification to permit en- 
gineering units readout on absolute thermocouples. 
(c) Noise performance. The basic noise performance 
of the signals, except for electromagnetic pickup 
in the loop containment enclosure, is approximately 
10 pV. The basic grounding and shielding of the 
instrumentation system provides good performance 
from normal noise sources. 
3. Future modifications. The initial performance indi- 
cated that the following modifications should be made 
to the instrumentation systcm: 
Cross-fiozc; boiler. A shell-side boiling cross-flow boiler 
will be inserted in the loop to determine effects on steady 
state operation and boiling stability. 
VIII. Some Design Recommendations 
Our experiences during this phase of operation may 
be of general interest to others contemplating or con- 
structing refractory metal systems that have some char- 
acteristics similar to this loop. The following is a list of 
recommendations, some of which may be applicable to 
operation only in an inert atmosphere environment. 
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1. Argon supply. Liquid argon has consistently been 
available a t  oxygen levels less than 1 ppm. 
2. Argon purification. Continuous catalytic side-stream 
purification has made it possible to maintain oxygen 
levels around 0.1 ppm and moisture below 1 ppm. 
3. Insulation. Microquartz, Q-felt, has demonstrated 
satisfactory out-gassing characteristics and is much 
more convenient for fitting to irregular shapes than 
solid types of insulation such as Glasrock. 
4. Protective foil wraps. Duplex wraps consisting of 
two outer layers of tantalum over an inner layer 
of zirconium has proved effective in protecting the 
base columbium from trace amounts of oxygen and 
moisture that are found in the experimental, argon 
atmosphere. 
5. Field Repairs. The simple gas-purge pyrex-tube type 
has proved totally satisfactory for tube-to-tube field 
repair welds. 
6. Dry box practice. Use of sulphur-free butyl rubber 
gloves at least 0.020 thick is indicated. 
7. Loop hot trapping. Use of full flow or side-stream 
continuous hot trapping employing yttrium for 
62 
lithium and zirconium for potassium appears satis- 
factory. Materials should be located in the coldest 
portion of the loop to minimize any mass transfer. 
couples at critical points of measurement is indi- 
I 
I 
8. Thermocouple reliability. Use of three thermo- . 
cated. As a consequence of their higher output the 
W-5% Re:W-26% Re couples have much lower rela- 
i 
- I  
tive noise problems than the Pt-Rh couples. The low 
output level of the Pt-Rh has resulted in significant 
noise discrimination problems. 
I 
9. Pressure transducers. Transducers employed requirc 
frequent recalibration. Response times are more than 
adequate for following fast transients of significance. 
absoliite-pressiirc rc.atlings are recommended. 
4 
Selected introduction of Bourdon gages for reliable i 
10. Mechanical actuators. Activation of valves and 
shutters through vacuum feedthroughs have gen- 
erally been satisfactory. Significant torques have 
been re(1iiirt.d for valvc, inanipulation after high- 
tempcratrire operation. 
I 
We recognize, of course, that other facilities may have 
had diffcwmt cxperienccbs from thcl ones we have listed. 
The cqericncc.s presented here are our own with this 
particular facility. 
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